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RAILWAYS RECEIVES 2.4 CR
APPLICATIONS FOR 1.4L POSTS
he Railways said that around 2.4 crore candidtates have applied for

WANT JUNGLE RAJ OR SUSHASAN?
MODI ASKS AUDIENCE AT BHAGALPUR
rime Minister Narendra Modi on Friday asked the voters in Bihar

T1.4 lakh vacancies in Indian Railways for various categories of staff to Pwhether they wanted 'jungle raj' (lawlessness) or 'sushasan' (good

be hired by the Railway Recruitment Boards (RRBs). A statement issued
by the Ministry of Railways said, "It may be noted that RRBs had issued
three centralised employment notifications for NTPC categories, isolated
and ministerial categories and Level-1 categories for a total of about 1.4
lakh vacancies for various categories of staff." "Against these
employment notifications, more than 2.4
crore candidates have applied," it said, adding
that the national transporter has made
requisite preparations for smooth conduct of
computer based tests (CBTs) which is
scheduled from December 15 onwards.

governance) in the state. Addressing his third and final rally of the day at
Bhagalpur in Bihar, he continued his attack on the opposition Rashtriya
Janata Dal. "Bihar deserves investment. Who will ensure this? Those who
turned Bihar into 'jungle raj' or those who are delivering good governance
in Bihar and are dedicated to the state's development? Bihar
deserves better law and order. Who will ensure that? Those
who patronised goons or those who showered batons on
them? "Bihar also deserves better education system.
Can it be ensured by those who are not even aware
of value of education or by those who are working
24/7 to bring IITs and AIIMS to the state?"

CIVIL PRELIMS RESULTS DECLARED
he results of Civil Services (Preliminary) Examination 2020 held on

TOctober 4 have been announced. The list of candidates who have

qualified to apply for Civil Services (Main) Examination 2020 has been
uploaded on UPSC website. This time, over 10,000 candidates from
across the country have qualified to appear for the Civil Mains
examinations. The qualifying candidates will now have to fill the Detailed
Application Form-I (DAF-I) for the Civil Services Main
examination. The DAF will be available on the website
of the UPSC from October 28 to November 11, till 6
pm. The CSE Main will be held on January 8, 2021.
The e-admit card, along with the time table of the
exam, will be uploaded on the commission’s website
for the eligible candidates around 3-4 weeks before
the commencement of the exam, as per the official
notice.

FREE COVID VACCINE TO ALL

PAWAN
TO PLAY
A COP. AGAIN!
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INDIA, CHINA GET RICHER AS VIRUS
HITS US WEALTH: CREDIT SUISSE
he pandemic that's led to more than 1 million deaths globally has

Talso led to a decline in individual wealth, yet household wealth largely

held up and even increased in China and India. Only China and India
saw gains in household wealth in the first half of the year, growing by
4.4% and 1.6%,
respectively. Latin America
suffered the most, with a
13% plunge, as currency
devaluations aggravated
losses in gross domestic
product. According to the
Credit Suisse Group AG’s
2020 Global Wealth Report

BUS KARO CORONA, CHALO GAON

Health Minister Etala Rajender with The Pioneer
NAVEENA GHANATE
n HYDERABAD

World shares
gain after last
Trump-Biden
debate
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Paving the way
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TODAY
ALMANAC
Month & Paksham:
Ashwin & Shukla Paksha

Panchangam
Tithi : Ashtami: 06:58 am

Nakshatram: Shravana: 02:38 am
(Next Day)

Time to Avoid: (Bad time to start
any important work)
Rahukalam: 09:07 am – 10:33 am
Yamagandam: 01:26 pm – 02:52 pm
Varjyam:
NIL
Gulika:
06:15 am - 07:41 am
Good Time: (to start any important work)
Amritakalam: 03:43 pm – 05:24 pm
Abhijit Muhurtham: 11:37 am – 12:23 pm

HYDERABAD
WEATHER
Forecast: Mostly sunny
Temp: 31/21
Humidity: 64%
Sunrise: 06.11 am
Sunset: 05.48 pm
Current Weather Conditions
Updated October 23, 2020 5:00 PM

Telangana government will
distribute Covid-19 vaccine
free of cost to every section of
people in the state. He said
poor will be given priority in
the distribution of the free vaccine in Telangana.
Speaking to The Pioneer,
Health Minister Eatala
Rajender said: “The government is giving free and quality health care already in the
form of a variety of vaccines
and treatments for people .
This government is proactive
and people oriented. We will
give the vaccine (when it
comes) for free, to all and first
priority will be given to poor”.
As per the statement by BJP,
the Center will provide vaccines to states at a nominal rate.
It is for the state governments

to decide if they want to give
it free or otherwise as health is
a state subject. The National
Expert Group on Vaccine
Administration (part of the
Centre’s Covid task force) too
had made it clear, in its very
first meeting, that states should
not chart their separate path-

ways for procurement.
Amidst all this, only the
opposition parties, whether at
Centre or states, are crying
foul, with the ruling parties
unabashedly seeking to make
the most of the pandemic,
regardless of ethics and the
Model Code of Conduct.

The TS Health Minister
acknowledged that Covid-19
norms were not being followed by people because
floods. He asked people to
clean their hands using a sanitizer after they get relief
money, as RBI had hinted at
currency notes being carriers
of Coronavirus. Eatala said, “In
the time of crisis like flood, the
government will distribute
money, which is not wrong.
Giving and taking money is
not wrong, but people can just
clean their hands with a sanitizer, it is not a big issue”.
Mentioning that the state
had already seen the pandemic peak, he didn’t want to predict a 'second wave'. Eatala said
that the state was always prepared to handle spike in cases,
be it because of floods, winter
or any other reason.
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Centre borrows, transfers
Rs 6 K cr to 16 states, TS not in list

EAMCET Agri/Medical
results today

PNS n NEW DELHI

PNS n HYDERABAD

The Centre has borrowed and
transferred Rs 6,000 crore as
the first tranche of GST compensation shortfall to 16 states
and two union territories,
including Andhra Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Gujarat, Bihar,
Assam, Delhi and J&K, the
finance ministry said on
Friday.
Last week, the Centre gave
in to the demands of opposition-ruled states to borrow
and fund the GST compensation shortfall.
The Finance Ministry said
that the Centre would borrow
from the market to pay the
GST compensation shortfall of
Rs 1.1 lakh crore to states, and
then act as an intermediary to

Centre gave
in to the
demands of
oppositionruled states
to borrow and
fund the GST
compensatio
n shortfall
arrange back-to-back loans to
state governments.
Out of these, five states did
not have any shortfall on
account of GST compensation.
"Today, the central government borrowed and transferred Rs 6,000 crore as first
tranche to 16 states namely
Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar,

Goa, Gujarat, Har yana,
Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka,
Madhya
Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Meghalaya,
Odisha, Tamil Nadu, Tripura,
Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand
and two union territories: UT
of Delhi and UT of Jammu and
Kashmir," it said in a statement.
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The Jawaharlal Nehru
Technological University is all
set to declare the results of TS
EAMCET-2020, Agriculture
and Medical (AM) stream, on
Saturday afternoon.
The results will be
announced at 3-00 pm on
Saturday by Prof. T.Papi
Reddy, Chairman of the
Telangana State Council of
Higher Education, Jayesh
Ranjan, IAS, Incharge ViceChancellor, JNT University
Hyderabad, Vice-Chairman
and Secretary, TSCHE and
other University Officials.
The results will be available
on the website from 3:10
pm.
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Mid-term review of budget as revenues falling
PNS n HYDERABAD

Following a drastic fall in revenues and funds from the
Center, the Telangana government has decided to hold a
mid-term review of the Budget
20-21.
Chief
Minister
K
Chandrashekar Rao on Friday
instructed officials to hold an
interim review of the State’s

Budget for 2020-2021, as there
has been a major cut in devolution of funds from the Centre
in view of the Corona pandemic. He said, “The state’s revenue
and income have been reduced
severely due to the lockdown
imposed due to Corona pandemic. There was cut in the
funds from the Centre to the
State. The Central GDP has
fallen to (Minus) -24 per cent.

This had a major impact on the
states. Under these circumstances, we have to prepare
estimates on how much funds
are actually available and how
much funds can be allocated to
the departments should be
decided. The CM instructed
the officials to review the entire
State Budget and submit a
report to the government in
this regard.

Although on a subdued note in view of the Covid-19 pandemic, people still prefer going to their native places for Dasara.
Pictured here is the scene at Jubilee Bus Station in Secunderabad on Friday.

Travellers hit ahead of
festival as RTCs spar

TS to recruit
20K police

RAJESH JAIN NIDARKAR
n HYDERABAD

of RTC bus services in Telugu
states will happen only after an
agreement is reached between
the two transport corporations, he said.
Principal
Secretary
Transport and MD of TS RTC
Sunil Sharma said that the
state government was yet to
take a call in this regard.
RTC executive director
Yadagiri said that there was no
truth in the news being spread
about the "operation of RTC
buses from Saturday onwards".

Telangana Home Minister
Mohammed Mehmood Ali
on Friday said the state government will soon recruit
20,000 more people in the
state police force to fill the
vacancies.
Speaking at the passing
out parade of Sub-Inspectors
(SIs) of police at RBVRR
Telangana Police Academy,
he said the government has
so far recruited 18,428 SIs and
constables.
The Home Minister said
Telangana police is known all
over the country for its efficiency and the state is a role
model in maintaining law
and order.
Ali said that the government under the leadership of
K.Chandrasekhar Rao is giving top priority to law and
order.
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The imbroglio over operation
of RTC buses in Telugu States
continues, though people had
hoped that bus services would
resume at least by Dasara.
The long-drawn discussions
between officials of the Road
Transport Corporations of the
two states have ended in a stalemate. As a result, the resumption of bus services in Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana is currently out of question.
Transport Minister P
Venkataramaiah (Perni Nani)
on Friday made it clear that the
ball was in the Telangana government's court. He wanted the
intervention of Chief Minister
K Chandrasekhar Rao to
remove hurdles in the operation of bus services in the
Telugu states. The resumption

PNS n HYDERABAD

TS hikes DA by 5.24 per cent
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Telangana government
issued an order on Friday hiking the Dearness Allowance
(DA) of its employees by 5.24
per cent. The revision in DA
will come into effect from July
1, 2019.
The DA has been revised
from 33.536% of basic pay to
38.776%. It will be applicable
to employees of local bodies
including Aided Polytechnics,
all Universities, who are draw-

The revision in DA
will come into effect
from July 1, 2019.
The DA has been
revised from
33.536% of basic
pay to 38.776%.
ing pay in a regular scale of pay
in the Revised Pay Scales,
2015.
It was also ordered revision
of the DA in respect of employ-

ees, who are drawing pay in the
Revised Pay Scales, 2010 from
118.128% of the basic pay to
126.688%.
The above rate of DA is also
applicable to employees of
local body staff who are drawing pay in a regular scale of pay
in the Revised Pay Scales,
2010 and to the full-time contingent employees whose
remuneration has been revised
from Rs.3850/- to Rs.6700/per month.
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Govt imposes stock SPB and Nayini had similar Long Covid effect
limits in onion trade
PNS n HYDERABAD

PNS n NEW DELHI

To contain onion prices, the
Centre on Friday imposed
stock holding limit on retail
and wholesale traders till
December 31 to improve the
domestic availability of the
commodity and provide relief
to consumers.
Retailers can stock onion
only up to 2 tonne, whereas
wholesale traders are allowed
to keep up to 25 tonne,
Consumer Affairs Secretary
Leena Nandan said in a press
conference.
She said the government

had to invoke the Essential
Commodities (Amendment)
law -- which was passed last
month in Parliament -- that
allows it to regulate perishable
commodities in the extraordinary price rise situation.

2

The long-term consequences of
being infected with coronavirus, including relapse after
having tested negative, led to
the death of playback singer S
P Balasubramanyam and former TS home minister Nayini
Narasimha Reddy. Doctors
who gave treatment to both the
personalities revealed that, in
both cases, the deceased suffered from multi-organ failure.
Termed as ‘Long Covid’,
both of them died after having
recovered from coronavirus.
The damage caused to lungs by
Covid-19 is largely irreparable.
Both of them became breathless, despite having tested neg-

ative for Covid19.
Doctors who gave treatment
to both the patients pointed out
that their oxygen requirement
was increasing. Dr Subba
Reddy, Critical Care Specialist,
Apollo Hospitals, Jubilee Hills
said, “COVID symptoms

extend beyond three weeks
from the onset of first symptom. Chronic COVID 19 or
Long COVID, extend beyond
12 weeks, this is a multisystem
disease”.
Doctor who treated Nayini
said, “Lung damage will be very

high in people who get severe
Covid nearly, 60-80 per cent of
lungs can be damaged. Due to
pulmonary fibrosis, they are
put on a ventilator. For some
people we cannot maintain
oxygen levels even on a ventilator; then, they are put on
ECMO. In both cases, while
obesity is also one reason,
when co-morbidities like diabetes and hypertension are
there, cases become severe”.
Prior to Covid-19, both of
them were stable and leading
a normal life despite co-morbidities and obesity. In both
cases, doctors opined that due
to the extent of damage to the
lung, the situation would not be
reversible.

Dr Deepak Subramaniam,
who treated SPB, said,
“Considering his age, he fell
under high-risk criteria.
When he needed oxygen, we
shifted him to ICU. There was
a sudden U-turn and his
deterioration in the last 40
hours happened too fast for
any medical intervention”.
”He was initially on ventilator support and when his
oxygen demand kept growing, on August 14, it was
decided to put SPB on
Extracorporeal Membrane
Oxygenation (ECMO) device
to provide cardiac and respiratory support", the doctor
said.
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onventionally, the political executive is expected
C
to make policies and leave
execution to bureaucracy.
This separation worked
well as long as the primary
role of the bureaucracy was to
collect revenue, maintain
order and administer justice.
During the 1950s, community development programmes
were initiated and a major role
was given to locally elected
representatives - samiti presidents. This experiment can be
called India’s first wave of
grassroots democracy.
However, as community
development lost its importance during the 1960s, the
role and influence of the samitis dwindled and in the 1970s,
bureaucracy started to directly implement burgeoning
development programmes.
The increasing role of the
bureaucracy in development
programmes led to increasing
tension with the elected representatives. The standoff was
resolved by creating different
types of structures at the district-level (e.g. planning
boards, review committees) as

Paving the way for grassroots democracy
well as unique financial
arrangements (e.g. funds for
MLAs).
Over time, district incharge ministers with legislators largely replaced the district officers in deciding what
projects should be undertaken and how.
The political preference to
participate in execution, as
opposed to only policy-making, is vividly brought out in
an apocryphal conversation
between Pratap Singh Kairon,
Chief Minister of Punjab and
his Chief Secretary. On being
told by the Chief Secretary
that the role of CM is mainly
to frame policies, Kairon is
learnt to have replied that in
such a case, he would prefer
to implement programmes
and leave policymaking to
bureaucrats!
The second wave started
during the 1980s, culminating
in the 73rd and 74th

Constitutional Amendments.
Similar trends were visible in
other parts of the world, too.
Around the time when urban
and rural bodies were given a
Constitutional position in
India, the Republic of South
Africa (1996) drafted its own
Constitution establishing a
unitary state with three
autonomous but interdependent spheres of government at
the national, provincial and
local levels.
A noteworthy feature was
the creation of a separate list
of exclusive subjects for local

bodies (e.g. water, sewerage,
solid waste management,
roads and electricity distribution).
At present there is a new
trend in the world to permit
people to manage their own
affairs directly, and one example is the emergence of citizen
assemblies in the USA,
Britain, France, Canada and
Netherlands. This swing
towards a direct role for citizens can be imagined as the
beginning of the third wave of
grassroots democracy.
Presently, control and

TS to procure maize at MSP
PNS n HYDERABAD

Chief
Minister
K
Chandrasekhar Rao on Friday
announced that maize will be
purchased at Minimum
Support Price (MSP) of Rs
1,850 per quintal for the current Vaanakalam season. The
maize will be purchased by the
Telangana State Marketing
Federation (TS MarkFed)
through the purchase centres
established in the villages for
the paddy procurement.
However, the Chief Minister
urged farmers not to cultivate
maize in the upcoming Yasangi
season under any circumstances. He said if farmers do
not heed to the repeated
advice, the State government
will not be responsible for
their loss in future. He reiterated that the government was
not in a position to purchase
maize cultivated in the Yasangi
season. He reiterated that the
BJP-led Central government
was to be blamed for drop in
maize prices after it has decided to reduce the import duty
from 50 per cent to just 15 per
cent. He urged farmers not to

Centre borrows,
transfers...

KCR urged
farmers not to
cultivate maize
in the
upcoming
Yasangi season
under any
circumstances
fall for the cheap politics of the
BJP leadership which was
responsible for the crisis and
was now criticising the State
government for political
mileage.
KCR, who held a review
meeting on the estimated crop
yield during Kharif season at
Pragathi Bhavan on Friday,
expressed disappointment over
some farmers cultivating maize
in the monsoon season despite
repeated advice from the State
government against it, stating
that they will suffer losses as
maize was not in a poistion to
get MSP in the market. He
pointed out that the State government was not responsible to

The borrowing is at an
interest rate of 5.19 per cent
and tenor of borrowing is
expected to be broadly in the
range of 3 to 5 years, the
ministry said it intends to
release Rs 6,000 crore to the
states every week.
This arrangement, the
ministry said, will not reflect
in the fiscal deficit of the
Centre and will appear as
capital receipts for state governments.
The Centre had in August
proposed two options to
states: borrow Rs 97,000
crore (on account of GST
implementation) from a special window facilitated by
the RBI or the complete
shortfall of Rs 2.35 lakh
crore (including Rs 1.38
lakh crore due to Covid)
from the market.

HYDERABAD

BULLION RATES

Continued from Page 1

` 51, 380 (10 gm)
` 110

SILVER
` 62,600 (1kg)
` 400

CHICKEN
RATES `/KG
Dressed/With Skin

`193

Without Skin

`219

Broiler at Farm

`133

EGG
RATES `/100
HYDERABAD
500
VIJAYAWADA
529
VISAKHAPATNAM 522
RETAIL PRICE
`5.00
(IN HYDERABAD)

On plasma therapy, Eatala
said that the state was currently not stopping anyone
from administering plasma.
He said, “Our Gandhi
Hospital doctors have said
that plasma therapy is not
very useful. But we will not
stop anyone from trying plasma therapy. ICMR is yet to
give complete clarity and
based on that we will take
steps and issue guidelines”.
Regarding infected with
people with seriously complications, Eatala said nothing would work on them.
“When lung is infected,
none of these medicines,
tozlixumab, remedisivir,
nothing worked. People are
not dying because of lack of
oxygen, but even if oxygen is
being supplied, the lungs

doesn’t have capacity to take
oxygen. Day by day, the
capacity of oxygen intake by
lung keeps dropping and
when it goes to 20 per cent,
then the intake of oxygen is
not enough for the person to
survive. Even then, we asked
to provide oxygen till a person dies.”
E at a l a a s ke d G an d h i
Hospital doctors to share
their experiences of treating
Covid-19 patients in the
form a book which will be
useful for research and help
future generations. He said
that the state had several
times differed with ICMR
guidelines. “They wanted to
keep Covid-19 patients for
14 days and conduct mandatory tests. Only after we
fought with ICMR, they
changed the guidelines”, he
added.

chased at Rs 1,760 per quintal,
the final cost incurred for the
MarkFed was Rs 2,000 per
quintal due to procurement
and transportation charges.
As the crop fetched only Rs
1,150 per quintal, the MarkFed
suffered loss of Rs 850 per
quintal.
Observing this, the State
government urged farmers not
to culivate maize during the
monsoon season. Instead, it
was suggested that maize can
be cultivated as inter crop
along with turmeric in
Nizamabad, Nirmal, Jagtial
and Mahabubabad and other
districts. However, some farmers did not pay heed to the
advice given by the State government or the agriculture
officers and cultivated the
maize. Since there is no good
price for the maize, they are on
the brink of incurring losses.
"But the Telangana State is
known in the country as the
only State, which is implementing several pro-farmer, proagriculture polices and
schemes. Hence, we have
decided to buy the maize," the
Chief Minsiter explained.

TS hikes DA
by 5.24...
Continued from Page 1
It is also applicable to
Teaching and Non-Teaching
Staff of Aided Institutions
including Aided Polytechnics
and Universities.
In respect of the employees
who were appointed to
Government service on or
after 01.09.2004 and are governed by the Contributory
Pension Scheme (CPS), 10%
of the DA arrears from 1st of
July, 2019 to 31st October,
2020 shall be claimed and
credited to the PRAN
accounts of the individuals,
along with the Government
share as per the existing
orders. The remaining 90% of
Dearness Allowance arrears
shall be paid in four equal
installments starting from
December 2020.

DR. SAMEER SHARMA

monitoring in India is done
vertically through the bureaucratic hierarchy. This leads to,
in the words of Vincent
Ostrom, Professor of Political
Science at Indiana University,
“remote, power-driven form
of public administration” and
citizens do not take interest in
public administration because
their preferences and

The delay in hammering out
a solution to the problem has
adversely affected over 5.50
lakh festival travellers to various destinations in AP and
Telangana for Dasara.
While the RTCs of both
states have been at loggerheads, private bus operators
are laughing all the way to the
bank. Although inter-state bus
services resumed during the
unlock period, they are not
being run in a full-fledged
manner. Due to the conflict
between the two RTCs, private
players have benefited vastly by
running additional trips to
various destinations in
Telangana and AP.
Concerns are being voiced
that the prolonged delay has
been causing severe losses to
the RTCs of the two states.

Both the states are sticking to their
guns, insisting that their RTC should run
more number of bus services to the
other state. Negotiations at the official
level have not made headway so far
Everybody expected that
the unlock process would see
resumption of RTC buses
between the two states. In
fact, there are no curbs on
RTC's operations in Telangana;
yet, bus services have not yet
resumed. Both the states are
sticking to their guns, insisting
that their RTC should run
more number of bus services
to the other state. Negotiations
at the official level have not
made headway so far. The
undue delay in finding solution to the problem is pushing

the RTCs of the Telugu states
deeper into losses.
In the absence of RTC services, private operators have
pressed into service 150 services to various destinations in
AP and Telangana.
The Telangana RTC additionally is finding it difficult to
wriggle out of the losses caused
to it by the workers' strike last
year. RTC district services
resumed from May 19 in the
state, barring Hyderabad.
Subsequently, all services were
restored in the state. The

assessment of each type of
government service has to be
done, including the way control is exercised. Next, new
service delivery arrangements
would follow from this assessment where citizens would
exercise control over the government functionaries as well
as monitor its provision, with
the help of digital technology.
To apply digital technology,
each service would be broken
down into inputs, activities
and outputs.
Let’s take the example of
sanitation. The input would be
attendance of workers and
availability of materials. The
activities would be workers
sweeping streets and collecting garbage from households.
The outputs would be clean
streets and collection of
garbage. All these could be
monitored by street cameras
and images shared with
households interested in clean

Man held in sexual assault case
PNS n HYDERABAD

Rajasreekar, is
the prime
suspect in the
case wherein a
woman was
allegedly
sexually
exploited by
139 men

The Hyderabad Central Crime
Station police on Friday arrested Rajasreekar Reddy, the
prime suspect in the case
wherein a woman was allegedly sexually exploited by 139
men in Punjagutta.
The woman had worked at
his consultancy where she was
sexually assaulted and threatened, police said. Rajasreekar,
who also ran a job consultancy in the city, was grilled by the
Special Investigation Team led
by an Assistant Commissioner
of Police and his statement was
recorded. Police said

Rajasreekar Reddy, a native of
Bhadradri-Kothagudem district, used to run a job consultancy before moving into the

business of making lockets in
the shape of dollars, idols of
Gods and other religious
items and selling them to
pooja stores at temples. After
fraudulently changing his
name on the Aaadhar card, he
floated a travel consultancy at
Somajiguda offering holiday
packages. It was there that the
woman worked for him and
was allegedly sexually exploited by him.
Reddy was arrested from
Goa and brought to the city
on Friday, where he was produced
before
court
and remanded in judicial custody.

Rs 70 lakh gold seized

Govt imposes
stock limits in
onion trade...

PNS n HYDERABAD

In a joint operation, officials
of Vishakapatnam Customs
and the Air Intelligence
Unit of Hyderabad Customs
have arrested two passengers allegedly involved in
smuggling gold. The officials seized 1.4 kg foreignorigin gold biscuits worth of
Rs 70 lakh from the two
passengers on Friday afternoon. Based on intelligence
f rom Vi z a g Cu s toms ,
Hyderabad Customs nabbed
two passengers travelling
from Vizag to Hyderabad
with the foreign-marked
gold at around 1:45 pm on

Continued from Page 1
Later, Consumer Affairs
Minister Piyush Goyal tweeted: "To control rising onion
prices and curb hoarding, PM
@NarendraModi government
has taken the third step.
Imposed stock limit of 2
tonne on retailers and 25
tonne on wholesalers".
Onion prices have shot up
sharply to over Rs 75 per kg
in the last few weeks in the
wake of damage to standing
Kharif crop in producing
areas due to heavy rainfall.

Friday. On thorough frisking of the two passengers, it
was found that they were
carrying four cut gold biscuits (two each) of foreign
marking in their trouser
pockets, Customs officials.
Preliminary investigation
suggests that the gold was
previously concealed in the
aircraft by two other passengers who had travelled in
the same aircraft from
Dubai-Vishakapatnam.
The two international
passengers were detained
by t h e Vi z a g c u s toms .
Further investigation is
underway. The gold has
been seized.

streets and garbage disposal.
Effective control would take
place by linking wage performance to a digital poll among
citizens concerned to assess
the performance of various
activities and outputs.
Thus, the way forward to
bring about ‘real’ grassroots
democracy is to mutate to a
model where citizens monitor
and control services that matter to them. The public would
directly guide the work of government agencies as they have
a stake in the results. Once citizen preferences and demands
count, there would be greater
scrutiny, leading to efficiency
and integrity of services.
(Author has a PhD from
the USA and a DLitt from
Kanchi University. The article is based on his research
and practice and views are
personal)

SPB and
Nayini had
similar Long...
Continued from Page 1
In both cases, doctors gave
a larger volume of medications like antivirals, anti bacterials.
Doctors point out that all
these people after recovery,
take a lot of time to come out
of post-Covid complications.
Doctors said that for senior
citizens with co-morbidities,
when they are put on ventilator support, mortality is
high. Both of them were
unable to come out of external oxygen support which
resulted in multi-organ failure.
SPB was treated at MGM
Hospital, Chennai while
Nayini was treated at Apollo
Hospitals, Hyderabad.
A recent study by Oxford
University indicated that
some of the COVID-19
patients, discharged from
hospitals, have abnormalities in multiple organs and
that persistent inflammation
caused problems for months
after. Also, two to three
months after the onset of
COVID-19, 64% patients suffered persistent breathlessness and 55% reported significant fatigue. MRI scans indicated abnormalities of lungs
in 60% of such patients, of
kidneys in 29%, of heart in
26% and of liver in 10% of the
patients.

Telangana to recruit 20K police
Continued from Page 1
He claimed that during the
last six years the state succeeded in controlling gambling,
illicit liquor and spurious seeds.
He pointed out that the government has taken several
steps like enhancing the budget, manpower, providing best
technology and new vehicles to
the police force.
He said on new vehicles
alone the government has
spent Rs 700 crore.
The Minister said the state

was specially focusing on
women's safety. He noted
Hyderabad is in the forefront
in installing CCTV cameras.
Ali hoped that police command control room coming up
in Hyderabad would further
help the force in crime control.
He urged the police force to
equip themselves with new
skills in tune with the changing requirements for better
discharge of their duties. He
was all praise for the Police
Academy, which has so far
trained 1,25,848 police person-

Travellers hit ahead of festival as RTCs...
Continued from Page 1

GOLD

purchase maize as farmers
went against its advice.
However, he stated that the
State government was ready to
bear the losses which will otherwise affect farmers severely.
The Chief Minister stated
that the MarkFed purchased
nine lakh tonnes at an expenditure of total Rs 1,668 crore
during the recent Yasangi season. "But the maize had no
demand in the open market
across the country and the
entire yield was sold for only Rs
823 crore through open auction, incurring Rs 845 crore
loss for TS MarkFed," he said.
Further, he explained that
though the maize was pur-

Free Covid vaccine to all

Continued from Page 1

demands hardly count.
The way out is horizontal
supervision by citizens. In
other words, citizens would
directly control and monitor
the services that most matter
to them.
Ostrom recommends
devolving control and monitoring to several citizen
groups (also called ‘communities of interest’) having
interest in the provision of a
specialised type of government service. As services are
provided at multiple levels,
these communities of interest
could be set up at the locality level, citywide or non-geographically
organised,
depending on the government service.
The first step is to identify
what services should be controlled by the citizens at different levels — village, block
and the district.
For this, a preliminary

At present there is a new trend in the
world to permit people to manage
their own affairs directly, and one
example is the emergence of citizen
assemblies in the USA, Britain, France,
Canada and Netherlands

income being realised by RTC
goes largely to meet the fuel
costs of the fleet of the RTC
buses. The RTC is finding it
difficult to pay wages to its
employees. The RTC buses of
the two states are running
their buses up to a distance of
4.04 lakh km per day. If the AP
proposal is to be implemented, AP should run its buses up
to a distance of 2.12 lakh km
per day in Telangana, while
TSRTC should run its buses up
to a distance of 1.92 lakh km
per day in AP. It would pose no
problem to the travellers. But
the proposal is not acceptable
to the Telangana authorities.
The bone of contention
between the two RTCs is running buses for a distance of
over 1.1 lakh km per day.
APSRTC runs its buses in
Telangana up to a distance of
2.62 lakh km, while TSRTC

runs its buses in AP up to a
distance of 1.52 lakh km per
day. The difference is 1.1 lakh
km per day.
As APSRTC is running 1.1
lakh km per day more and that
too with more number of
buses in Telangana, TSRTC
wants it to reduce the route km
and the bus services. APSRTC
officials have agreed to reduce
the route km by 50,000 km per
day if the TSRTC can increase
its route km correspondingly.
Private operators, pending a
solution to the problem, will
operate their bus services to
the detriment of the RTCs of
both the states.
It is high time Chief
Ministers of the both the states
intervened to find a lasting
solution to intractable problems so that commuters and
travellers are not subject to
inconvenience.

nel of various ranks.
Director General of Police
M. Mahender Reddy, in his
speech, said that peace is a prerequisite for development and
hence police have an important
role to play in the society.
The police chief advised the
police officers to discharge
their duties honestly and efficiently and help achieve the
chief minister's vision of crimefree society.
He advised the personnel to
actively participate in government programmes like

'Harithaharam' or plantation
drive. A total of 1,162 SIs
including 256 women passed
out of the Academy on completion of their training.
Academy incharge director
K. Srinivas Reddy said this
batch of SIs is highly literate,
having 218 post-graduates
including 37 MBAs, 68
Engineers and others having
technical expertise in various
fields.
The director said 53 per cent
of the total cadets are in the age
group of 26 - 30 years.

EAMCET - Agri/Medical...
Continued from Page 1
TS EAMCET-2020, for the
Agriculture and Medical
stream, was held on September

28 and 29. About 85% students
in Telangana and 67% students
in Andhra Pradesh took the
exam conducted by JNTUHyderabad.
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High-flying gang of ATM
thieves busted, six arrested

‘POLITICS' IN HOUR OF GRIEF
NAMRATA SRIVASTAVA
n HYDERABAD

The Government of Telangana
has been giving Rs 10,000 as
immediate relief to each floodaffected household in the city.
However, several politicians,
taking advantage of the rain
pours in the city, are giving the
money to people who supported them during the last elections and are trying to increase
their vote banks for the upcoming GHMC elections.
"The TRS and AIMIM leaders are giving the money to
people who voted for them
during the last elections and
who they are certain will vote
for them in the upcoming
elections. In fact, these politicians are distributing to all
their supporters, whether or
not their house have been
affected. I feel that during
such a tragedy, such cheap politics should not be indulged
in," said Congress leader Feroz
Khan.
In several localities, people
were given money even though
their houses were not as much
affected and there was no

Even as floodaffected people
cry for help,
some
politicians are
busy making
their vote bank
for the
upcoming
elections
water-logging. While there
were no floods in Banjara Hills
Road No 13, people of the basti
there received the amount.
"Local leaders came and gave
the people Rs 10,000 on
Thursday. I didn't receive the
money as I was at work. Our
houses were affected a bit, but
there was no water-logging in
this area. The leaders had
promised that they will come
again on Friday, but no one
came," said a resident on the
condition of anonymity.
Sohail Uddin, who is contesting for the upcoming

4 held for selling ganja
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Jubilee Hills Police on
Friday arrested four persons
for selling ganja and seized 10
kg of the banned contraband
from their possession. The
accused were identified as
Chetan Kumar Upadhyay,
Abrar Bin Hussain, Udarla
Ramesh and Sanyam Shiva
Reddy.
Based on a tip off that
banned narcotic drugs are
being sold in Yadagiri Nagar,

Jubilee hills police raided a
room and nabbed the four
persons who were in possession of banned narcotic substance. "At the time of the raid,
the accused were packing
ganja into small plastic cover
for selling," said A Ramesh,
Detective Inspector of Police,
Jubilee hills. Investigation
revealed that they were being
supplied with ganja by Kalyan,
who is absconding, at Rs
20,000 per kg. The accused
were sent to judicial custody.

GHMC elections from
Moosarambagh, however
shares that these cases are
fewer in numbers. He said,
"Where I live, several people
have received the money without any bias. However, yes
such things are also happening.
Politicians are directing the
party workers to find out about
their supporters and going to
their house to give them the
money. In other cases, people
are being called to give the exgratia amount."
Leaders, NGOs stopped

Two construction
workers
electrocuted
PNS n HYDERABAD

Two construction workers
were electrocuted while
working at a construction site
in Madhapur here late on
Thursday. Following the incident, the police have booked
a case of negligence against
the construction firm.
The deceased, Banoth
Jitender (24) and Banoth
Umakanth (20), were shifting
iron rods from one place to
other at the construction site
when the mishap occurred.
The iron rods came into contact with a live electric wire
following which they suffered an electric shock and
died on the spot. Based on a
complaint, the Madhapur
police booked a case against
the construction firm and
taken up investigation.

from visiting affected areas
Many Congress workers
have been alleging that they
were stopped from visiting
flood-affected areas by TRS
and AIMIM leaders. Congress
leader Shabbir Ali said, "I was
stopped at Malakpet. I and my
workers were told that we can
give all the relief material to the
local TRS or AIMIM leader
and cannot visit the affected
areas. They want to do everything themselves to show people that only TRS and AIMIM
supported them during their
tough times." Feroz Khan adds

PNS n HYDERABAD

that on a few occasions the
local leaders have also falsely
accused him of pushing a
police officer or misbehaving
with a lady.
NGOs are also facing issues
working in the areas where
people have faced the worst of
floods. Md Shafi, a social
activist said, "My NGO Apni
Duniya Social Welfare
Association has been in constant touch with flood-affected people. However in certain
areas in Old City and Malakpet
we were threatened by the
local leaders and ask not to
come again."

Telangana’s Covid tests
cross 40 lakh-mark
In its fight against Covid-19,
Telangana crossed a milestone
on Friday with 40 lakh tests,
health officials said. During
the last 24 hours, the state conducted 38,484 tests taking the
cumulative number of tests to
40,17,353. Eighteen government-run laboratories, 46 private laboratories and 1,076
Rapid Antigen test centres are
conducting the tests.
According to a bulletin
released by the director of
public health, out of 38,484
samples tested during the last
24 hours, 36,294 samples were
tested in the government-run
laboratories and 2,190 in private. Of the total samples
16,933 were primary and 4,618
were secondary. The authorities, however, released no data
as to how many of the total

SBI CGM reaches
out to flood-hit
residents
tests conducted so far were
Rapid Antigen Tests. Samples
tested per million population
ratio rose further to 1,07,935.
The daily testing target for the
state is 5,600 per day as per the
World Health Organisation
(WHO) benchmark of 140
per million per day.
Meanwhile, the state reported
1,421 new cases, taking the
overall tally to 2,29,001. Of this
only 20,377 cases are active,
including 17,214 who are in
home or institutional isolation.
Six more persons succumbed
during the last 24 hours.
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We act as advocates
for our investors and
take their policy
inputs, said IT Minister
KT Rama Rao
from our existing investors," said
KTR."In Telangana, we don't just
help companies invest in the state,
but also hand-hold the industries
coming here as they set up their
operations," KTR said. "We act as
advocates for our investors and
take their policy inputs. We also par-

ley with key GOI leaders for it in the
interest of the nation," the Minister
added. KTR mentioned that the top
five valued technology companies in
the world have their second-largest
base outside their headquarters in
Hyderabad that include - Apple,
Google, Facebook, Microsoft, and
Amazon. Minister stated that
Telangana contributes to 35 per cent
of the country's bulk drugs and
pharmaceutical manufacturing. "We
are the vaccine capital of the world,"
he added. With 13 sessions and 60+
speakers, the session focused on
strategies the industry needs to
adopt for an effective public affairs
practice.

PNS n HYDERABAD

As part of the Corporate
Social Responsibility, Om
Prakash Mishra, Chief
General Manager, SBI
Hyderabad Circle distributed
dry ration kits to flood-affected residents. In phase-I, the
bank
has
identified
Moosarambagh, which is one
of the worst affected areas
with 200 families comprising
of residents from Ajay huts,
Vaddera
huts
and
Teegalaguda huts inhabited
by migrant workers.
The residents of Teegalaguda
huts have lost their homes
and have been temporarily
provided shelter and food
arrangements at Swamy
Vivekananda Centenary
School, Moosarambagh.
Mishra visited the school
personally to distribute the
ration kits. On the occasion,
Mishra stated that State Bank
of India, being the largest
bank in Telangana and also
the lead bank in the district,
has been proactively taking
the lead role in discharging
social responsibilities. The
bank has been extending
support in the fight against
Covid-19. The Bank arranged
supply of medical equipments like ventilators, Multi
patient monitors, ECG
machines, 2D Echo, Radio
Meter, Digital pulse oxy
Meters in addition to supply
of 8,000 PPE kits, food relief,
dry ration kits etc., by spending close to 2 crore.

ONLINE CLASSES

Students struggle with Science and Math
K VENKATESHWARLU
n HYDERABAD

The Novel Coronavirus, which is
taking a toll on the people across
the globe, has disrupted all the sectors and education sector is no
exception. One of the major shifts
that have occurred since the
nation-wide lockdowns is the move
of educational institutes to go
online for their interactions, classes and mentoring of students in all
areas and disciplines. With students
scattered, the online experience has
been key to ensure that students
continue their learning.
However, students are finding
it difficult to learn subjects via
online medium, especially mathematics and science. Many students say that they are not facing
problems in learning social, languages and other subjects. The students are a worried lot to ask
doubts as they are of an opinion
that the teacher may chide them.

lakhs from the ATM machine.
Detailing their modus
operandi, Mahabubnagar
District Superintendent of
Police Rema Rajeshwari said,
"The gang, hailing from
Haryana, used to arrive by
flights to commit theft of net
cash from ATM machines in
south India. They target the
ATMs across the country with
the help of local criminals by
acquiring equipment like gas
cutter to cut ATM machines."
According to Rema, the
gangsters, all masked, arrive
in cars at targeted ATMs,
break CCT V cameras
installed in the ATM centers,
and then use gas cutters to cut
open ATM machines for
stealing the entire cash. The
police recovered a car, gas

cylinders, pipes, cutting plier,
screwdriver and three mobile
phones from the accused persons.
Investigations revealed that
the accused, after deciding to
target Hyderabad ATMs, had
contacted
Mohammed
Rahman in the city. One of
the gang members, Sakib
Khan, met Rahman while
they were lodged in the
Chanchalguda prison and
proposed to him their robbery plan and sought help.
Subsequently
R ahman
arranged a car for the gang
members after they landed in
the city, and was an accomplice in the robbery. All the
arrested accused were sent to
judicial custody. Further
investigation is under way.

PNS n HYDERABAD

Hyd ‘vaccine capital’ of world, says KTR
The competition of attracting
investors is not between the states
but between India and the rest of the
world, said IT Minister KT Rama
Rao here on Friday. He was participating in a session on 'StatesInvested in India' hosted by the
Public Affairs Forum of India's 7th
National Forum 2020.
During the session, KTR said,
"The way out of this pandemic is
that the states will have to be
empowered and will have to take the
lead. Empowerment of states for
economic activity and further
expansion in industrialization shall
be the key." He also mentioned the
3-I mantra - Innovation,
Infrastructure, and Inclusive Growth
is the key to success.
KTR stated that Telangana was
the first state in India to introduce
a self-certification policy (TS-iPASS)
for investors. He mentioned that it's
important to have existing investors
happy as they can be the biggest
ambassadors of the State across the
world." "Six years after this policy
was launched, we successfully
attracted $28 billion of investments,
and 23 per cent of this has come

Six members of a high-flying
gang of ATM thieves, including those who had arrived by
flight from Haryana and
escaped with a booty of Rs 41
lakh after cutting open an
ATM in Jadcerla in seven minutes flat on September 28,
were arrested by the
Mahabubnagar police on
Friday.
Preliminary investigations
revealed that the accused were
involved in 57 criminal cases,
mostly ATM robberies
throughout the country. A
special team that was formed
to crack the case arrested the
accused and recovered around
Rs 14 lakh from their possession. Those arrested were identified as Sabir Khan
(22),Thalim Khan(25),Jahid
Khan (24), Sakib Khan(26)
hailing from Haryana; and
Mohammed Rahman(36),
Syed Ahmed Ali(30) hailing
from Hyderabad. Another
accused, Dhanveer Payla Gijjar,
is still absconding.
On September 28, the members of the gang looted the SBI
ATM center at Signal gadda
branch Badhepally,Jadcherla
by cutting open it with the help
of a gas-cutter. The gang
escaped with a booty of Rs 41

Even the teachers are least bothered
to cross check with the students, it
is said.
Following this, parents have
approached school managements
in this regard. Stating that the problem mainly arose due to the Covid
Pandemic, Ramana, a private
teacher said, "Online classes are
new to both students and teachers.
The online mode is not as effective
as offline mode. And not every student in the class is bright. Because

of offline mode, teachers are not
able to supervise the above average,
average and below average students. This is creating a problem.
Many students are not clarifying
their doubts."
On the other hand, some private
schools are hiring special teachers
to solve this problem. They are
recruiting teachers on temporary
basis for Mathematics and Science
subjects. Gouse Mohammed Khan,
a Class 9 student from Tolichowki
said that their school management
appointed special teachers on temporary basis to teach them
Mathematics and Science. "I am
happy now as the new teachers are
teaching well. I can easily understand Mathematics and Science
subjects now". A private school
teacher on condition of anonymity said that the many educated parents are listening to the classes by
sitting beside their children. The
parents are lodging complaints
with the school managements

regarding their teaching style and
creating new troubles to the teachers. A professor from the
Education Department of Osmania
University opined that these troubles will harm average students'
future severely. "These students in
general simply keep quiet in class.
They are too shy to ask questions
and they will not express their
problems," he said. "Mathematics
and Science subjects are different
compared with other subjects.
There is no doubt the School education is a foundation for the students. These average students will
face severe troubles in future if the
foundation is not strong. More so,
these students will also face these
troubles during their next academic year and it will continue," he
further said. When contacted, A
Jyothi, Mathematics teacher of
Mahathma Jyothibha Phule BC
Residential School, Shriguda, said
that they are not getting any such
complaints from the parents.

CITY LIGHTS
WE Hub selects 89 start-ups
for ‘Her&Now' programme
E Hub, India's first
state-led incubator to
foster and promote
women entrepreneurship, on
Friday announced the selection
of 89 start-ups for the second
cohort of the 'Her&Now'
programme. Envi Robotics,
Nuture Fields, Ladoo Box, Venica Herbals, ASARA Products, Verma
Foods, Lesperanzau and SR Silks were among the startups shortlisted
out of 600 applications. The pitching process had close to 150 women
entrepreneurs out of 600 applicants, and each pitch was evaluated
across 14 selection criteria like domain knowledge, digital literacy,
potential to scale, impact, innovation, business feasibility etc., with
external jury members in the panel, WE Hub said.

W

Big C festive bonanza
evokes huge response
umber one retail mobile
chain in Andhra Pradesh
and Telangana – Big C-has come out with a great
festival offer to enable its
customers win cash prizes of
Rs 1 crore. Besides, the
customers get discounts, cash
back facility up to 10 per cent of the cost of the mobile on select
models, lucky draw coupons and awarding of 5000 cash points on
each purchase. Disclosing the lucky draw announced by the mobile
retain chain, the founder and chairman-cum-managing director Balu
Chowdary explained that the lucky draw offer, which commenced on
October 10 and would last up to January 17 next year, enables 100
customers of the Big C win each Rs 1 lakh in six lucky draws to be
held during the festival season. He declared that nine were selected
through lucky draw held on Friday. He exuded confidence that the offer
will become a grand success like the offers announced by the Big C
earlier. In fact, it has become customary for the mobioe retail chain to
announce festival offers annually.

N

Sajjanar meets family members
of Umesh Chandra, Eswara Rao
n view of the observance
of Police
Commemoration Week,
Cyberabad Commissioner
of Police VC Sajjanar,
along with other police
officers met the family
members of Chadulavada
Umesh Chandra, IPS and
AR Police Constable
Eswara Rao here of Friday. Speaking on the occasion, Sajjanar said
that Umesh Chandra was an exemplary brave cop and a role model. He
is a legend of policing, the Commissioner of Police said and added that
the supreme sacrifice made by late Umesh Chandra will not be
forgotten and the Telangana Police Department will be indebted to
them. Sajjanar also met the family members of Eswara Rao and said
his supreme sacrifice was the line of duty for which the Telangana
Police Department was indebted to them. In 2014, Eswara Rao expired
while fighting with the fake currency gang.

I
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Dubbak by-poll acid test for BJP
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Dubbak by-election is
going to be an acid test for the
BJP and its new leadership in
the state to prove that the
party's victory in the 2019 Lok
Sabha elections is not a fluke.
The BJP has been claiming
itself to be a viable alternative
to the TRS in the state in the
2023 elections. But the party is
saddled with the responsibility of proving that it has popular support.
How Bandi Sanjay, who has
been given the reins of the state
party, faces the first ever elections after he became head of
the party in the state? Can the
BJP upset the applecart of the
TRS in its stronghold of
Dubbak? The BJP, which has
plans to wrest power from the
TRS in 2023 polls, is going to
face a major hurdle through
Dubbak by-election.
Other political outfits in the
state give no priority to the BJP
winning four LS seats in the
2019 elections describing the
BJP victory as a mere fluke. To
rebut the criticism of the TRS
and the Congress, the BJP
should prove that its victory is

The BJP, which has plans to
wrest power from the TRS in
2023 Assembly elections, is
going to face a major hurdle
through Dubbak by-election

not fluke by winning the
Dubbak by poll. The BJP
seniors see an opportunity in
the by-poll to prove that its
electoral victory in 2019 LS
polls is not a joke, to prove that
the Congress is not in the race
for power in the state and to
prove that the leadership
change in the state will impact
the poll outcome.
Opting for the out of turn
elections to the state Assembly
in 2018, TRS managed to win
80 Assembly seats and posted
a major victory. But the BJP
gave a rude shock to the TRS
by winning four Lok Sabha
seats in 2019 elections.
Moreover, the party showed

improved performance in 30
plus Assembly segments. Since
the last LS polls, the BJP is
emerging as a viable alternative
to the TRS. Till the last
Assembly elections, the fight is
mainly between the TRS and
the Congress. But the BJP is
keen on converting it to TRS
between the BJP. The BJP leadership has affected the change
of leadership by placing the
reins of the state party in the
hands of a dynamic leader.
BJP state president Bandi
Sanjay, Nizamabad MP
Dharmapuri Arvind, BJP
Goshamahal MLA Raja Singh
and BJP Dubbak nominee
Raghunandan Rao wants to

take strongly among the people how the KCR government
is belittling Hindu festivals. The
party local cadres are taking the
issue strongly into the people
through social media. The
objective of the BJP Leaders is
very clear to unite the Hindu
vote bank in the state against
minority and other vote banks.
Raghunandan, who unsuccessfully contested from the
seat earlier, wants to grab the
opportunity to post victory in
the seat. The BJP wants to grab
the limelight in the state by
winning the Dubbak seat,
which is described as the
stronghold of the TRS. On the
other hand, the TRS is banking
on the sympathy wave in
favour of Solipeta Ramalinga
Reddy. However, the BJP begs
to differ and quotes the exam-

ple of Narayanakhed by elections, where sympathy factor
did not work. It also argues that
in fact people would have sympathy towards Raghunandan
who unsuccessfully contesed
twice from the seat. The BJP
says that the sympathy wave is
a thing of the past. The people
became more aware. The issues
of government's failure to deal
with the Corona virus issues,
denial of pension to the people
of Dubbak till the last minute
and distribution of pensions
among the people in a huff,
denial of fair compensation to
the lands acquired from the
people of the issue and a strong
contender like Raghunandan
would be positive factors for
the BJP victory. The Narendra
Modi factor would help BJP
win votes.

TAKING STOCK

Governor Tamilisai Soundararajan distributing saree to a woman in
Raj Bhavan on Friday

Guv: Bathukamma
is pride of Telangana
PNS n HYDERABAD

Governor Tamilisai Soundarar
ajan on Friday distributed
sarees to all the women of Raj
Bhavan parivar as part of the
Bathukamma celebrations at
the Raj Bhavan. The Governor
has been personally sponsoring and distributing sarees to
all the women of the Raj
Bhavan parivar since last year
Bathukamma celebrations.
Speaking on the occasion at
the Durbar Hall at Raj Bhavan,
the Governor termed
Bathukamma festival as a
unique celebration of life by
women of Telangana. The
Bathukamma festival is pride
of
Telangana.
"The
Bathukamma festival offers a
rich tribute to the Mother
Nature and has socio-cultur-

al and emotional connect with
the women of Telangana," she
said.
Elaborating on the importance of the traditional food
items that women distribute
during the nine-day long festivities, Tamilisai emphasised
that they do have lot of nutritional value to improve the
immunity and health of the
women. "Our ancestors inculcated this habit of offering
nutritious food items to
women by attaching devotional value to such food
items," she added. The
Governor also pointed out that
the traditional seasonal flowers
used to prepare the Bathukamma
idols also possess medicinal value
and they purify the water bodies
where the Bathukamma flower
idols are immersed.

Nizamabad MP Arvind Dharmapuri inspecting damaged paddy in farms of Pipri village, Armoor on Friday

Over 600 spl buses for festive season Centre releases
buses from Dilshuknagar and
Rs 202 crore
219 from Uppal are being
The Telangana State Road operated every two hours,
for NH works
Transport Corporation is run- starting 8 am to 12 midnight.
PNS n HYDERABAD

ning festive special buses
between various destinations
in order to facilitate the passengers. There are over 600
buses — originating from various bus stands in Hyderabad
— during Dusshera.
A total of 103 buses from
Mahatma Gandhi Bus Station,
194 from Jubilee Bus Stand, 81
buses from LB Nagar and 95

These special services will be
available only till October 24.
“We have been making sure
that all the buses are sanitised
properly. In fact, we have been
sanitising each bus twice, before
it leaves the depot and after is
arrives there, to make sure
every surface is clean. No passenger is allowed in the bus
without a mask,” said an official.

KCR neglecting cotton ryots: Uttam
PNS n HYDERABAD

Telangana Pradesh Congress
Committee (TPCC) president
N Uttam Kumar Reddy strongly condemned Chief Minister
K Chandrashekhar Rao for
neglecting the problems being
faced by maize, paddy and cotton farmers despite massive
protests going on across the
Telangana State.
He was speaking to media
persons after inaugurating a
camp office in Dubbak for the
duration of the by-election TPCC chief Uttam Kumar Reddy addressing the media after inaugurating camp
campaign. Former ministers G. office in Dubbak on Friday
Vinod and Damodar Reddy,
Uttam also condemned the
ex-MLAs Maheshwar Reddy tions. "Chief Minister has been
and Mahender Reddy, TPCC pursuing anti-farmers poli- TRS government for not
General Secretary Prem Lal cies since 2014. The TRS gov- extending any help to the
and other senior leaders were ernment not only neglected farmers who lost their crops
also present on the occasion. the welfare of farmers, but cre- due to heavy rains and floods
Uttam said that the fate of ated new problems in every in different parts of the State.
lakhs of farmers depends on season for the farm sector," he He said although the State
government has pegged the
the outcome of Dubbak elec- alleged.

Uttam said that
the fate of lakhs
of farmers
depends on the
outcome of
Dubbak
elections
crop loss at about 13 lakh
acres, the farmers' organisations have estimated the losses to be of more than 20 lakh
acres costing around Rs 5,000
crore.
He said that the State
Government has not put the
process in motion to enumerate the losses and help the
affected farmers. Instead, CM
is trying to under-report the
losses by more than half.

PNS n HYDERABAD

The Central Government on
Friday released long pending
funds of Rs 202.3 crore for
the development of National
Highways in Telangana.
Union Minister for Road
Transport and Highways
Nitin Gadkari has approved
the amount for repairs and
maintenance of 868-km of
eight National Highways that
pass through the State. In a
statement, Minister of State
for Home Affairs G Kishan
Reddy thanked Union
Minister Nitin Gadkari for
granting the amount and
said that the decision was
taken immediately after
meeting the Union Minister
on Friday.
Kishan Reddy said that
the amount will be useful for
the State to undertake repairs
to the highways that were
damaged in the recent floods.
He said that the amount
granted by the Center is 85
per cent more than the proposals sent by the State government. He said that the
amount should be used to
repair the roads in such a way
that traffic will move smoothly without any potholes in
future. The Minster reiterated maximum support to the
flood-hit Telangana state from
the Central government for
undertaking rescue. repair
and rehabilitation activity.

Central team told to submit
report on rain damage soon
PNS n HYDERABAD

Union Minister of State for
Home G Kishan Reddy on
Friday said he asked the
Central team, currently visiting Telangana to assess the
damage by heavy rains and
floods, to submit its report as
early as possible. "The team
told me that the state government was yet to give full details
on the damage," Reddy said.
The Centre would be able to
release funds after receiving a
detailed report from the state,
he said.
The Centre and state should
together help the people, he
told reporters. Reddy suggested that the state government
take up immediate relief work
with the state disaster relief
fund. The inter-Ministerial
team, led by Joint Secretary
Praveen Vasishta, met Reddy
here and interacted with him.
The five-member team began
its two-day visit to the state on
Thursday. Meanwhile, the
Central team continued its
visit to various rain-hit areas of
the city. On Thursday, the

Central team assessing the damage wrought by heavy rains and floods in
Hyderabad on Friday

team visited the affected parts
of the state, especially the city,
as the state government pegged
losses to crops and roads at
over Rs 8,500 crore. The team
met state Chief Secretary
Somesh Kumar and it was
given a power-point presentation and briefed on the damage that took place since last
week when 70 people died.
The officials of different government departments interacted with the Central team and
gave an overview of the loss

incurred. They informed the
team that there was excess
rainfall during the last 10 days,
resulting in flooding. Though
there were rains in the entire
state, excessive damage
occurred in and around
Hyderabad and neighbouring
districts. Breaches to three
major tanks, coupled with
flooding in Musi river, inundated low-lying areas. The
losses to crops and roads were
estimated at Rs 8,633 crore and
Rs 222 crore respectively.

Harish terms BJP as
‘Bharatiya Joota Party’

SCR to operate
1,310 festival
specials

PNS n HYDERABAD

.South Central Railway has
decided to operate 1,310 special trains during the festival
season of Dussehra, Diwali
and Chat puja seasons. Apart
from these, another 456 festival special trains are passing
through the zone during the
festival season. Due to
increasing in frequency of
train services, additional safety measures are being implemented at all the railway stations.
Gajanan Mallya, General
Manager, South Central
Railway held a review on the
increase of passengers flow
during the festival season
and instructed the officials to
make adequate arrangements.
He advised the Railway
Protection Force (RPF) and
Government Railway Police
(GRP) to maintain a strict
vigil and regulate the passenger movements and ensure
maintenance of Covid-19
precautions. He also directed
all the Divisional Railway
Managers to monitor the situation continuously.

Finance Minister T Harish
Rao on Friday took potshots at
BJP and termed the saffron
party as ‘Bharatiya Joota Party.’
While participating in the
election campaign in
Rajakkapeta village, Harish
Rao said that the credit of giving drinking water to all
households in the state goes to
Chief
Minister
K
Chandrasekhar Rao.
“KCR is giving 24X7 free
power to farmers and giving
Rs 5 lakh Rythu Bhima insurance to the farmers. Casting
vote to Congress is nothing
but dropping it in drainage,” he
said. Bandi Sanjay Kumar didn’t respond to my challenge on
pensions, however, the BJP
leaders are speaking on jobs,
Harish Rao said and added
that TRS gave 1.24 lakh jobs
after the formation of
Telangana state. He questioned
the BJP leaders to reveal how
many jobs they gave after
coming to power. He said that
the TRS government will

develop Dubbaka constituency in all aspects. The BJP
should reveal whether the
Central government is confined to Bihar or to the entire
nation as it assured that it will
distribute Corona vaccine free
of cost as poll promise.”
He said that nothing will
happen with BJP and
Congress. Harish Rao urged
the voters to cast their vote to
Solipeta Sujatha and ensure a
huge majority to her. He said
that the TRS government is
sincere in implementing the
assurances given in elections.
He said that the state stood as
a role model in implementing
welfare schemes and development schemes.

PNS n HYDERABAD

Cong: Ensure transparency in
distribution of financial aid
PNS n HYDERABAD

Telangana Pradesh Congress
Committee Treasurer Gudur
Narayana Reddy on Friday
demanded the government to
be transparent in distributing
the financial aid to the people
who are affected by the floods
in Hyderabad in the past two
weeks. In a statement, he said
that so far there was no clarity on the number of affected
people and number of families
who have been provided with
financial relief so far.
He reminded that the government has announced financial aid of Rs 10,000 to each
affected family. He demanded
that the government should
put the details of the affected
who have received the financial aid so far in public domain.
Narayana Reddy said that
though the government
announced a relief package of

So far there is no clarity on the
number of affected people and
number of families who have been
provided with financial relief, said
Telangana Pradesh Congress
Committee Treasurer Gudur Narayana
Rs 550 crore, he was doubtful
about the proper distribution
of it. According to media
reports as many as 1,500
colonies were affected by the
floods in the city.
He alleged that the TRS
leaders have been using the
distribution of relief to the
affected for photo ops. He
also alleged that made-up photos of providing the financial
relief are appearing in the
media. While the number of
affected people was in lakhs,
the number of beneficiaries,

who got the financial aid so far,
was in hundreds. TRS leaders
are trying to show that all the
affected were provided with
relief. Upon inquiry many
affected people have told him
that they have not received the
financial help so far.
He criticised that many
times in the past, whenever the
people faced natural calamities,
the relief has not reached all
the affected ones and the distribution of relief material and
funds has been used for the
publicity of the ruling party.

Defeat TRS for its ‘anti-minorities Farmers in trouble as rains destroy crops
policies’: Congress urges voters
PNS n HYDERABAD

PNS n PNS/DUBBAK

Telangana Pradesh Congress
Committee (TPCC) Minorities
Department Chairman Shaik
Abdullah Sohail on Friday
appealed to the voters of
Dubbak Assembly constituency to defeat TRS party for its
policies 'targeting the minorities of Telangana State'.
Speaking to media persons
after participating in the doorto-door election campaign
launched in Dubbak constituency, Sohail said that the
TRS government would be
remembered in history for

"causing the maximum damage to minorities, especially the
Muslim community, by wearing a fake mask of secularism".
"Chief
Minister
K
Chandrashekhar Rao has
cheated the Muslims on the
promise of giving 12 per cent
reservation in jobs and education," he said and also alleged
that the CM ruined the Wakf
properties and weakened all
the institutions associated with
the welfare of minorities by
starving them of funds and
manpower".
The Congress leader said
that CM would be remembered

as a 'destroyer of places of worship' and a 'liar who repeated
the same crime after apologising for the first offence. He said
more than a dozen places of
worship, including mosques
and temples, have been demolished by the TRS regime without any fear of people or God.
KCR has displayed equal disrespect for all religions and
gave prominence only to his
superstitious beliefs, he said,
added that he doesn't deserve
to continue on the post of the
Chief Minister which demands
true secularism and protection
of all places of worship.

The rains that lashed the state
during the past one week have
caused extensive damage to the
standing crops and damaged
crops in at least 14.06 lakh
acres, including cotton crop in
7.50 lakh acres, according to
the preliminary report submitted by the Agriculture
Department.
In the first three days, the
rains caused damage to the
crops in an extent of 8 lakh acres.
Subsequently, the damage to
crops increased to 14 lakh acres.
An official of the Agriculture
Department, who wished to
remain anonymous, said that the
final report on the crop loss due
to the rains is yet to be compiled.

The agriculture authorities have
not been revealing the details of
the crop loss.
According to information
received from sources, paddy
crop has been damaged in
5.10 lakh cres and cotton in
7.50 lakh acres. The damage

caused to crops exceeded 14
lakh acres with the inclusion of
the damage to other crops.
According to a conservative
estimate, rains affected at least
7.60 lakh farmers.
Farmers have invested at
least Rs 25,000 per acre to raise

Farmers have
invested at least
Rs 25k per acre
to raise paddy
and cotton
crops, while the
maximum
investment per
acre by farmer
did not exceed
Rs 35,000

paddy and cotton crops, while
the maximum investment per
acre by farmer did not exceed
Rs 35,000. The farmers are not

in a position to recover the
investments made. They appeal
to the government for payment
of compensation under the
prevailing situation. The farmers have no prospect of getting
compensation under crop
insurance scheme as the state
government opted out of the
Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima
Yojana this year. Earlier, the
State Government demanded
the Centre to implement crop
insurance scheme taking a
farmer as a unit, but the
scheme is yet to see light at the
end of the tunnel. When
Pocharam Srinivasa Reddy was
Agriculture Minister, an exercise was done to implement
crop insurance scheme in the
state.
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PM slams Opposition for seeking
restoration of Article 370 in J-K
PNS n NEW DELHI

In his first poll rally in Bihar,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on Friday invoked the alleged
reign of crime and loot during
the 15-year rule of the RJD and
also targeted the Opposition
for "daring" to seek votes in the
state while seeking restoration
of Article 370 in Jammu and
Kashmir.
Modi sought vote for another term of the NDA government under Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar, saying he had
been working with the JD(U)
president only for the last
three-four years and that the
state had seen much speedier
development in this period.
Kumar had returned to the
BJP-led National Democratic
Alliance in 2017 after fighting
against it in the last assembly

Modi sought vote for another term of
the NDA govt under Nitish Kumar,
saying he had been working with the
JD(U) chief only for the last three-four
years and that the state had seen much
speedier development in this period

polls in 2015.
Referring to the supreme
sacrifice made by soldiers,
including by those from Bihar,
in Galwan Valley while fighting Chinese troops, he hit out
at the opposition.
"They are saying they will
restore Article 370 if they come

INDIA CORNER
Former Maharashtra BJP leader
Eknath Khadse joins NCP
ormer Maharashtra BJP
leader Eknath Khadse on
Friday joined the Nationalist
Congress Party (NCP) in the
presence of the party's chief
Sharad Pawar.Sulking since his
unceremonious exit from the
Devendra Fadnavis-led ministry
in 2016 over land grab
allegations, Khadse (68) on
Wednesday quit the BJP. The same day, state NCP chief Jayant Patil
announced he would be joining the Pawar-led party. NCP is part of the
ruling alliance in the state along with Shiv Sena and Congress, whose
Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA) government assumed office 11 months
ago. Khadse, former Maharashtra Revenue Minister and also an exLeader of Opposition in state Assembly, was inductedinto the NCP at
the partys head office here. The leader, who flew in here on Thursday
from his native Jalgaon district in north Maharashtra, was in political
wilderness during the last four years, though he quit the BJP only two
days ago.Khadse's formal entry into NCP, scheduled at 2 pm, was
delayed by over an hour as Pawar was in a meeting with party
minister Jitendra Awhad.

F

Depression to bring heavy rains
over northeastern states: IMD
epression over the Bay of
Bengal will bring heavy rains
on Friday to the
northeastern states of Tripura,
Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram,
Assam and Meghalaya, the
Cyclone Warning Division of the
India Meteorological Depar tment
(IMD) said. The IMD said the
depression is very likely to cross West Bengal and adjoining
Bangladesh coasts between Sagar Islands (West Bengal) and
Khepupara (Bangladesh) over the Sundarbans on Friday. "Due to this,
light to moderate rainfall at most places, with heavy to very heavy falls
(115.6-204.4 mm/day) are likely at a few places, and extremely heavy
falls at isolated places are very likely over Tripura, heavy to very heavy
falls at a few places Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram, south Assam and
Meghalaya are likely," the IMD said. Depression is a cyclonic circulation
and is packed with squally winds and heavy rains. The depression is
expected to abate and become a well-marked low pressure area by
October 24. Low pressure area is the first stage of any cyclone and a
well-marked low pressure area is the second stage.

D

3 Additional Judges of Gauhati
HC to be Permanent Judges
he Supreme Court Collegium
has approved the proposal
for appointment of three
Additional Judges of Gauhati
High Court as Permanent Judges.
The collegium, headed by Chief
Justice of India S A Bobde,
recommended the proposal for
appointment of Justice Manish
Choudhury, Additional Judge of
Gauhati High Court as Permanent Judge.It also approved the proposal
for appointment of Justices Sanjay Kumar Medhi and Nani Tagia as
Permanent Judges of Gauhati High Court. Justice Medhi completed his
schooling from the Don Bosco School, Guwahati and was enrolled as a
LLB student in Campus Law Centre in the University of Delhi from
1991 to 1994. He was elevated as an Additional Judge of the Gauhati
High Court on November 19, 2018. Justice Tagia was designated as
Senior Advocate by the Gauhati High Court on August 4, 2014 and
elevated as Additional Judge of the Gauhati High Court on November
19, 2018. Justice Choudhury was designated as Senior Advocate by
the Gauhati High Court in April 2017 and elevated as Additional Judge
of the Gauhati High Court on January 18, 2019.

T

Cook sexually harasses, kills
trans woman running restaurant
cook in a restaurant run by a
trans woman (59) was arrested
on Friday for allegedly killing his
employer and dumping the body in a
drum here, police said. The cook
Rajesh (23) alleged sexually
harassed the trans woman
Sangeetha (59) who warned him of
going to the police if he continued to
indulge in such harassment, they
said. This made the cook angry and he killed the trans woman by
slitting the throat and dumping the body, the police said. The body
of Sangeetha with injuries was found in the drum on Wednesday
following complaints of a foul smell, they said. Investigations led to
the arrest of Rajesh on Thursday. He had also stolen Rs 20,000 from
Sangeetha's house after the crime, the police said. Sangeetha had
opened 'Trans Kitchen', a restaurant, in the city a month ago and
Rajesh was employed as the cook.

A

to power. Look at their audacity, they are still daring to seek
votes from the people of Bihar.
Isn't this insult of the sentiments of Bihar which sends its
sons and daughters to borders
to protect the country?" he said.
He accused the opposition of siding with forces

which are conspiring to
weaken India by promising
to restore Article 370 in
Jammu and Kashmir if it
comes to power.
Referring to the Galwan
clash, Modi said the sons of
Bihar laid down their lives
for the tricolour but did not
let 'Mother' India's head bow.
The soldiers of Bihar were
a l s o m ar t y re d i n t he
Pulwama attack, he noted.
Asserting that the Kumar-

led government had worked
for the state's development,
he said its continuation is
necessary to fulfill the hopes
with which people had voted
for the NDA at the Centre in
the 2019 Lok Sabha polls.
The Congress-led UPA
government at the Centre
between 2004 and 2014 put
"roadblocks" in the state's
development as Kumar was a
member of the NDA for
most of the time, Modi said.

Arnab can use ‘Nation wants to
know' as part of speech: HC
PNS n NEW DELHI

The Delhi High Court said
Republic TV's editor-in-chief
Arnab Goswami can use the
tagline ‘NATION WANTS TO
KNOW' as part of his speech
or presentation. The high court

noted in its order that Bennett
Coleman and Co. Ltd, which
has filed a suit against Goswami
or ARG Outlier Media Pvt
Ltd, which owns Republic TV,
has submitted that the
journalist is free to use the same

as part of his speech/presentation of any news channel.
“Regarding the tagline
NATION WANTS TO KNOW,
no interim order is passed at
this stage in favour of the plaintiff (Bennett Coleman).

Special immunisation
programme for Covid vaccine
PNS n NEW DELHI

The coronavirus vaccine, once
available, will be distributed
under a special COVID-19
immunisation programme
with the Centre procuring the
doses directly and making it
available for priority groups,
official sources said.
According to them, the
Centre will procure the vaccine
directly to make it available to
the priority groups free-ofcharge through the existing
network of states and districts.
States have been asked not
to chart separate pathways of
procurement, they said.
The Centre, with the help of
state and union territory governments, has started the
process of identifying around
30 crore priority beneficiaries
who would be given vaccine
dose in the initial phase.
This special COVID-19
immunisation programme
would run in parallel with the
Universal Immunisation
Programme, but will use its
processes, technology and network of the existing vaccine
distribution framework,
sources said. The government
has demarcated four categories
of people for vaccination in the
initial phase -- around one
crore healthcare professionals
including doctors, MBBS students, nurses and ASHA workers, etc.; around two crore
frontline workers including
municipal corporation workers, personnel of the police and

The Centre, with the help of state
and union territory governments, has
started the process of identifying
around 30 crore priority beneficiaries
who would be given vaccine dose in
the initial phase
armed forces; about 26 crore
people aged above 50; and a
special group of those below 50
years of age with co-morbidities and requiring specialised
care. "States have been asked to
enlist by mid-November the
priority population groups....
Each person in the immunisation list will be linked with
their Aadhaar cards so as to
track them," a source said.
The existing digital platform and processes used for
the Universal Immunisation
Programme (UIP) are being
enhanced to track COVID-19
vaccine administration and
movement -- from procurement to storage to distribution

to individual beneficiaries -- as
and when the vaccine becomes
available, Health Ministry officials have said.
Also, online training modules are being developed for
vaccinators. The digital platform that is being enhanced is
Electronic Vaccine Intelligence
Network (eVIN), which provides real-time information
on vaccine stocks and storage
temperatures across all cold
chain points in the country
under UIP.
Under UIP, children, adolescents and pregnant women are
currently vaccinated against
vaccine-preventable diseases
free-of-cost by the state.

‘Free vaccine can’t Ex cricketer Kapil Dev suffers heart attack
be legally faulted’
PNS n NEW DELHI

PNS n NEW DELHI

Three former chief election
commissioners on Friday
said the BJP's move to
promise free coronavirus
vaccine to people in its manifesto for the Bihar assembly
polls cannot be legally faulted.
But, the move does raise
ethical question as the model
code of conduct is all about
ethics, said S Y Quraishi,
who served as the poll panel
chief between 2010 and 2012.
O P Rawat, who retired as
the chief election commissioner in December 2018,
reminded that the Supreme
Court had made it clear that
a party promising something

in its manifesto should also
mention the budgetary provisions it would put in place
to fulfil the promise.
One can put anything in
the manifesto, but the
Supreme Court has ruled
that parties have to explain
the budgetary provision
required to fulfil the promise,
Rawat said.
Another former chief election commissioner, who did
not wish to go on record, said
the timing of manifesto
release is also important.
"The EC has so far not
been able to implement the
suggestion that manifestos
are released well in advance
and not on the eve of the
poll," he pointed out.

India's first World Cup-winning cricket captain Kapil Dev
suffered a heart attack and
underwent an angioplasty here
on Friday but is expected to be
discharged in the next couple
of days, said the hospital where
he is currently admitted.
The 61-year-old complained
of chest pain on Thursday following which he was taken to
Fortis Escorts Heart Institute
emergency department.
"Kapil Dev suffered a heart
attack. He was evaluated and
an emergency coronary angioplasty was performed in the
middle of night," the hospital
said in an updated health bulletin after only mentioning
chest pain in its initial statement.
"Currently, he is admitted in

Lalu coming out on bailon
Nov 9, says Tejashwi
PNS n HISUA (BIHAR)

RJD leader Tejashwi Yadav
Friday asserted his father and
party supremo Lalu Prasad
will come out of jail on
November 9 after securing
bail in a fodder scam case, and
Bihar Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar will have his farewell
the next day.
The votes for the state
assembly polls will be counted on November 10. Prasad is
in judicial custody in
Jharkhand capital Ranchi after
his conviction in fodder scam
cases. He was recently granted
bail by the Jharkhand High

Covid positivity
rate on
downward trend
PNS n NEW DELHI

India has crossed the 10
crore-mark in conducting
tests for detection of COVID19 with 14,42,722 tests being
done in a span of 24 hours,
even as the cumulative positivity rate continues to
decline, the Union Health
Ministry said on Friday.
High level of comprehensive testing on a sustained
basis has also resulted in
bringing down the national
positivity rate, it said.
"This indicates that the
rate of spread of the infection
is being effectively contained.
The cumulative positivity
rate continues to decline as
the total tests cross 10 crore,"
the ministry underlined.
The national COVID-19
positivity rate is 7.75 per
cent as on date, it said.

Court in the case related to
Chaibasa treasury but could
not come out of jail as his bail
plea in another case of fraudulent withdrawals from
Dumka treasury is being
heard. "Lalu ji is getting

released on November 9. He
has got one bail and will secure
another on November 9, which
also happens to be my birthday. The next day, Nitishji will
have his farewell, Tejashwi
told a poll rally here, exuding
confidence about winning the
elections. The state is voting in
three phases on October 28,
November 3 and November 7,
and the results will be
announced on November 10.
In his address, he accused
the Nitish Kumar government
of failing to root out corruption, bring industries, provide
employment and check migration for livelihood.

ICU and under close supervision of Dr Atul Mathur and his
team. Kapil Dev is stable now
and he is expected to get discharged in a couple of days."
Angioplasty is a procedure
to open blocked arteries and
restore normal blood flow to
the heart.
Indian
Cricketers
Association (ICA) President

Colleges to
reopen in K’taka
from Nov 17
PNS n BENGALURU

The Karnataka government
on Friday decided to reopen
engineering, diploma and
degree colleges that were shut
since March due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, from
November 17, with students
free to opt for online or
offline classes or a mix of
both. "In a meeting that took
place under the chairmanship
of the Chief Minister, it was
decided to start degree colleges from November
17.Engineering, diploma and
degree colleges will all start,"
Deputy Chief Minister C N
Ashwath Narayan said.

“Kapil Dev
suffered a heart
attack. He was
evaluated and an
emergency
coronary
angioplasty was
performed in the
middle of night,"
the hospital said
in health bulletin

Ashok Malhotra, a friend of
Kapil, earlier told PTI that the
iconic cricketer is doing fine.
"He is feeling okay now. I just
spoke to his wife (Romi). He
was feeling uneasy yesterday.
He is undergoing check-ups at
a hospital as we speak,"

Malhotra, also a former Test
player, said.
The 1983 World Cup-winning legendary all-rounder
was wished a speedy recovery
by many on social media,
including India's current captain Virat Kohli and Sachin
Tendulkar among others.
"Praying for your speedy
recovery. Get well soon paaji,"
Kohli said.
"Take care @therealkapildev!
Praying for your quick recovery. Get well soon Paaji,"
wished Tendulkar
Also wishing him good
health were India batsman
Shikhar Dhawan and badminton player Saina Nehwal.
Kapil's former teammate
Madan Lal said he has conveyed some of the concern of
his well-wishers to the
Chandigarh-born legend's
family.

‘India needs to fix
domestic issues’
PNS n BENGALURU

Underlining that India has
been more of a "rule taker"
than a "rule maker" at the UN,
senior Congress leader Shashi
Tharoor on Friday said the
country needs to fix its domestic issues, including that of the
economy, and have "moral
authority" if it wants to be a
rules contributor to the world.
The former Union minister said he has always argued
that India's international
credibility is often a reflection
of its domestic postures and
the success at home is the
best guarantee that "we will

be respected and effective
abroad".
"Now we have unfortunately been going through a
few very bad years domestically in terms of crumbling
social cohesion, the eruption and uncontrollable
spread of the coronavirus
pandemic, the border troubles with China, the economic collapse after demonetisation, unemployment figures worst recorded in the
history in these years, everything is wrong," he said at a
session of the 7th national
forum of the Public Affairs
Forum of India.

Coronavirus plays dampener this Dussehra
PNS n NEW DELHI

Citing lack of time for preparations and pending permissions amid COVID-19 pandemic, major Ramleela committees in the city have shelved
burning of Ravana effigies,
while others plan to employ
light and sound effects to recreate ‘Ravana Dahan' this
Dussehra.
The Ramleela Ground at
Red Fort, the hub of Dussehra
festivities attracting commoners as well as dignitaries,
including the prime ministers
and presidents every year, will
be deserted this time.
"We had applied for booking
the venue at Ramleela Maidan
about three months back, but
the permission has not yet
been granted by the
Archaeological Survey of India.
It is impossible to celebrate
Dussehra with burning of
Ravana effigy on October 25
this year as there was no time

The Ramleela Ground at Red Fort,
the hub of Dussehra festivities
attracting commoners as well as
dignitaries including the prime
ministers and president every year,
will be deserted this time

for preparation due to COVID19," Ravi Jain of Shri Dharmik
Ramlila Committee said.
Some organisers, however,
are trying their best to celebrate
the day by cutting down on the
scale of festivities as per the
standard operating procedures
for holding big gatherings amid
the pandemic.
In east Delhi, the Dussehra
festival held at CBD ground

near Karkardooma attracts
thousands, but this year the size
of the crowd cannot be more
than 200 as per the Delhi
Disaster
Management
Authority (DDMA) directions,
organisers of the Shri Balaji
Ramlila Committee said.
"We are prepared with smallsized effigies to be burnt on
Dussehra. Arrangements have
also been made to maintain

social distancing. However,
police permission is awaited
after which the size of the gathering will be fixed," Satish
Agar wal, patron of the
Committee, said.
The DDMA had on October
11 issued guidelines for holding gatherings ahead of the festival, limiting the number to a
maximum of 200 people and
restrictions on setting up food
stalls, swings, squatting among
others at the venues.
In view of the threat of
COVID-19 infection, difficulties in keeping the crowd size

under 200 and enforcing social
distancing, many Dussehra
festival organisers here will
also resort to using footage of
previous years as well as audiovisual and light effects to recreate effigy burning and stream
it online.
"We will use previous
footage with light and sound
effects this year as it will be
very difficult to control the
crowd and ensure social distancing in view of COVID-19,"
Ashok Goel of Sri Keshav
Ramleela Committee in Model
Town said.
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Vaccine politics

Recall Frontier Gandhi

Perhaps the BJP forgot that as a party in governance, it is
answerable to all citizens, not just those of poll-bound States

P

olitical adventurism shouldn’t trespass reason. And
governance is about contextual maturity. Besides,
certain issues are just not meant to be politicised,
especially something as serious as the Coronavirus vaccine, a hope that’s sustaining the entire nation which could
still end up being the worst-hit in the world. That, too,
at a time when an effective vaccine is like the proverbial El Dorado, as trials are still going on and there is
no proof yet that it would work on a mass scale. Even
assuming it does, every citizen, graded according to priority and co-morbidities, has a right to be administered
a shot. And any smart Government would try to sound
altruistic enough about protecting all citizens, if not mean it, only to reap political gains.
Agreed politics is all about making tall claims that are rarely achieved. Still, for all the eloquence, there ought to be some sense of prudence and judgment. Most importantly, no
party can advocate anything that is morally questionable. In this sense, the ruling BJP has
overreached itself a bit much, promising the voters in Bihar free vaccines, without realising that it is implicitly saying that official benefits will now flow selectively among those
who vote for it as a quid pro quo. That sounds as bad as a public threat. Worse, its promise
is not just another instance of poll populism — it’s an attempt to manipulate the anxieties
caused by the most lethal pandemic to have ravaged the world in more than a century.
And when somebody like Union Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman makes the announcement, it shows that the Government is desperate about the poll arithmetic of the party it
represents than pursuing holistic policies, that it is cavalier about the demands of science
and health protocols and is unconcerned about lives, leave alone being compassionate.
However, this isn’t the first time the party has made such questionable promises. There
was talk that Prime Minister Narendra Modi wanted to launch a home-grown COVID vaccine by August 15 to mark the nation’s 72 years of Independence. Apparently, the Indian
Council of Medical Research (ICMR) was under pressure to fast-track clinical trials but
widespread criticism about compromising efficacy for the sake of political expediency and
pressure from scientists ensured that a life and death question was not made a mockery
of. Yet the BJP’s claim of free vaccine doses has already trivialised a grave issue into a
point-scoring exercise. A similar announcement followed in Tamil Nadu, where the elections are due next year. AIADMK leader and Chief Minister E Palaniswami promised the
shots on the basis of his proximity to the BJP. In other words, tradeoffs of this nature will
be made to buy the allegiance of federal parties. One wonders what the BJP’s stand would
be in Bengal, where it is seeking to dislodge the Trinamool Congress? But the BJP’s fatal
flaw has certainly galvanised the Opposition. Delhi Chief Minister and leader of Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) Arvind Kejriwal was quick to point out the plight of the people in non-BJP
ruled States while National Conference leader Omar Abdullah called the announcement a
“blatant populism” that “shamefully exploits COVID fears.” He even wondered if the BJP
would be paying for these vaccines from the party treasury. So when the Union Minister
of State for Health, Ashwini Chaubey, tried to clear the air, it was too little too late. According
to him, the Centre had prepared an elaborate plan on distributing the vaccine and identifying those who would be given “preference.” He even added that every State would be
given free Coronavirus vaccines. But Amit Malviya of the BJP’s IT cell further complicated matters when he said that like all programmes, the Centre would provide vaccines to
States at a nominal rate. And health being a State subject, the Bihar BJP unit had decided to give it free if elected and that other State Governments, too, can decide to do the
same. This is not unexpected, as it has become normal for the ruling dispensation to change
its stand on what subjects under the State List can be manipulated by the Centre. Except
that the Opposition is not buying this narrative with the Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) urging
the Election Commission to restrain the BJP from “signing a poll deal using the vaccine.”
The larger concern is that the political parties will still get away making wild claims during the Bihar elections, the results of which will be announced in November. And no trial
results will be available before December, leave aside the prospect of a rollout by the beginning of next year. Would the voter bet on something that has still not seen the light of day?
The Government should instead focus on the vaccine administration process and set up a
seamless cold chain infrastructure, both of which are humongous challenges. Vaccine preservation is a tricky business as wide swathes of vials could go bad if safety norms are not
adhered to and the temperature controls are not monitored strictly. The COVID vaccine has
to be stored at temperatures lower than other known vaccines. The Serum Institute has
already raised questions on the Government’s ability to keep aside `80,000 crore for the
rollout. Is the Government equipped to handle this without roping in the private sector? If
so, how much will the private sector be ready to subsidise costs? Besides, how will those
at risk be mapped, considering that most Indians have a heavy disease burden and comorbidities? Vaccine distribution and administration will be no less of a logistical challenge
than the general elections and will require the Centre and States to work together. So before
it promises the moon, the BJP should realise that gravity is rude and it alone would land
with a thud if it doesn’t pursue collaborative politics on COVID for its own good.

Filthy air?
US President Donald Trump has a point about Indian air
quality and it is no laughing matter

P

eople living in north India, particularly Delhi, under
truly choking conditions would not really disagree
with US President Donald Trump’s statement
about India’s air being filthy. They should hope that this
ultimate repudiation of our ambient quality and pollution in a US presidential debate might force the Central
and State Governments to finally do something about
it. Like it or not, Delhi’s air knocks years off the lives
of its citizens and if farmers want the sympathy of the
urban populace and the media over the new Acts, they
will not get it till they stop burning stubble that leaves
a haze and blocks sunlight every morning. The persistently poor air quality in India is now officially a global joke and our politicians’ reluctance to deal with the issue holistically because they do not want to irritate their agricultural votebank is an even bigger one. Hundreds of crores have been raised as green
cess in Delhi; why is this money not being used to subsidise agricultural machinery for
farmers in North India so that they can get rid of crop waste in an eco-friendly manner? The lives of our children are being ruined by chronic pulmonary conditions such
as asthma and politicians are trying to blame everything under the sun but the most
obvious cause. They can’t even attack the automotive industry anymore as it has moved
to very low emission BS-6 vehicles now. There could soon be medical evidence to prove
a direct connection between high levels of pollution and the spread of the COVID-19
pandemic. Say what you will about Donald Trump, he does speak about a lot of things
without filtering them through political doublespeak. He was proven right about China
and he is absolutely right about Indian air quality.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has the political capital to do something about this
and he must because inaction on this front will taint his legacy. The right to clean air
should be a given and like it or not, this impacts the poor and underprivileged whom
Modi and even Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal claim to stand for the most. The chattering classes with access to air purifiers can afford to live with it. So whether Trump remains
in office or the US gets a 46th President, the time for Indian politicians to act is now.

Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan was a rare example of community transition, who
showed how easy it was to shed the cult of violence and walk the path of peace

JS RAJPUT
ndia completed the yearlong celebrations of the
150th birth anniversary of
Mahatma Gandhi on
October 2. One had the
privilege of participating in several learned deliberations on the relevance of Gandhian ideas in the
present context. In most of these,
it was rather a unanimous conclusion that Gandhi’s principles, values and his life could give a healing touch to suffering humanity in
a world characterised by wars, violence, distrust, hatred, fundamentalism, terrorism, arms race,
hunger, poverty, ill-health and
much more. Peace, non-violence
and religious harmony remain
elusive commodities. And Gandhi
successfully demonstrated a nonviolent path to human dignity, harmony and liberty. He could influence leading personalities within
and beyond India, who plunged
headlong into creating a peaceful
world by following his values and
successfully achieving attitudinal
transformation within their communities and nation.
The life of Khan Abdul Ghaffar
Khan, also known as Bacha Khan
and Frontier Gandhi, presents
one of the most scintillating examples of achieving a rare community transition from violence as a cult
to the path of peace and love as the
value of total commitment. His
name may appear just as unfamiliar to most young Indians as his
role as a stalwart in the Indian freedom struggle, and after
Independence, as a fighter for his
people in Pakistan, that he waged
till his last breath on January 20,
1988. He finds little resonance
even in India for various reasons.
In July 1942, Jawaharlal Nehru
issued a statement on the happenings in the Frontier Province —
now in Pakistan — clearly indicating how scarce the news from
there was, and that too, was “often
tainted and contained many wrong
allegations.” Nehru had personally experienced difficulty, during
his own visits to the Frontier
Province, in sending out proper
news through normal agencies or
otherwise. He further observed
that restrictions on such news
being sent out were stricter in the
Frontier Province than elsewhere
in India. He then revealed a
painful truth: “The result is that
the people in the rest of India
know little of what is happening in
this highly important part of the

I

country.” In this very statement,
Nehru wrote about Frontier
Gandhi. He said: “Few people
know about the work that Khan
Abdul Ghaffar Khan has been
carrying on during the last six
months. He does not believe in
ostentation but he has gone to
villages seeing his people,
organising them and encouraging them in every way. Thus, he
has covered the entire province.”
Apart from numerous
impediments from various
quarters, Khan also had to face
false propaganda of vested
interests. Born in 1890, he was
greatly touched by the devastating misery of his own people
which, he concluded, was due
to the lack of education and
consequent ignorance. He started schools and the British did
not like it. He was 19 when he
was first imprisoned and then
it was a life in and out of jails
of the Britishers, and then the
Government of Pakistan. His
historic movement, Khudai
Khidmatgar, was launched to
overcome poverty and banish
the British from India. He was,
till the end of the freedom
struggle, for a united India.
Khan was inspired by
Gandhi’s message of non-violence and he knew how difficult
it would be to convince his
“freedom-loving” Pathans to
execute the idea. He had the
courage and conviction to
accept the challenge and he
achieved this miracle. The type
of attitudinal transformation
achieved by this charismatic

personality could only be
termed unparalleled. He gave a
new interpretation of force,
courage and valour to his people and the community. This, he
could do through his creative
leadership, deep and thoughtful interpretation of Islam as a
religion of peace. He was a man
with a universal message of
brotherhood and camaraderie.
He knew how vibrant the cultural heritage of his people and
the region was, and how this
cradle of learning and culture
sank “into a state where there
was no room left for such good
work such as education and
learning.”
While India was celebrating
the birth anniversary of
Mahatma Gandhi, an erudite
scholar of post-Independence
history, RNP Singh, was searching literature and sources in
libraries and institutions to put
up an authentic account of the
great Gandhian, Khan Abdul
Ghaffar Khan. And how India
ignored his contributions which
had the potential to bring forth
peace not only to the erstwhile
North-West Frontier Province
(NWFP), Afghanistan and
Baluchistan but to the entire
Middle East region, and even
beyond.
Singh has established, based
on his study, how great was the
measure of wrong done to this
frontline freedom fighter and
an exceptional devotee of
Gandhi. In his seminal work,
Durand line: Did India Fail
Frontier Gandhi, Singh very

succinctly summarises: “He
was among the very few leaders of undivided India who, by
dint of their sincere effort and
selfless service to their people,
rose to eminence and earned a
niche for themselves in the top
political hierarchy of the country. Yet in spite of having earned
a place among the galaxy of
eminent leaders, Khan Abdul
Ghaffar Khan never advanced
his claims to recognition in the
Indian context.” One could say
without hesitation that India
failed Bacha Khan, his
Pakhtoon people and the
NWFP. There is no other way
out of this but to follow the path
shown by Gandhi and Bacha
Khan.
During the freedom struggle,
Gandhi tried his best to persuade the Muslim League and
Mohammad Ali Jinnah to give
up the two-nation theory. He
failed in his persuasion and
India suffered the ghastly
tragedy of the Partition. And we
still need persistent efforts to
strengthen our efforts to cement
the age-old mutual harmony
between the two major communities.
Inspired by the increasing
influence of Gandhi, whose
persona and ideas had begun to
influence the remote NorthWestern part of the empire
and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa,
young Bacha Khan opened
schools for both boys and girls.
He organised young people
under the banner of servants of
God — Khudai Khidmatgar —

who, contrary to the prevalent
tradition, decided to follow the
Gandhian path to achieve freedom for India and its people. To
these highly motivated and
committed people, his message
was, “The fundamental principles of all religions are the
same though the details differ
because each faith takes the
colour and flavour of the soil
from which it springs… I cannot contemplate a time when
there will be one religion for the
whole world.” And this came
from a devout Muslim who
never missed a namaaz and
who also had “the spirit of
brotherhood” innate in himself
more than many so-called
orthodox Muslims.
Religious fundamentalists
and protagonists of the twonation theory, expectedly, disliked him and his approach and
inflicted numerous cruelties
on him and his followers once
they came to power. The persona of this Frontier Gandhi,
sufferings that he endured even
after Independence, must be
revealed to young Indians, who
are working for religious amity
as the core value that could lead
India to its destination of honour and acceptability in a strifetorn world.
What happened to Bacha
Khan or what was done to him
is summed up by Mohammed
Arif Khan in the foreword to
the treatise by Singh: “As an
Indian, I feel that what we did
to Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan
and the Pashtuns in 1957 was
very unfair. The Pashtuns had
voted in 1946 for a united
India but the decision of the
Indian leadership reduced them
to being subservient to the
breakers of Indian unity. The
result was that Khan and his followers were treated as traitors
and he spent more time in jails
of Pakistan after 1947 than in
British jails before 1947.” All this
happened in spite of the fact
that the top Indian leadership
of the freedom struggle was
fully aware of the significance
of Bacha Khan’s contribution
and his unflinching commitment to a united India. Sadly
enough, India was divided.
Even Gandhi, who had declared
that Partition could take place
only over his dead body, accepted it. All that the great Bacha
Khan could say to the Indian
leadership that had accepted the
Partition of this great country
was: “You have thrown us to
wolves.” He and his people
were left at the mercy of those
who never liked him for his liberal stance on Indian culture,
history and his progressive
ideas about religious harmony
and social cohesion.
(The writer works in education and social cohesion)

SOUNDBITE
Bihar deserves investment. Who
will ensure this? Those who turned
Bihar into ‘jungle raj' or those who
are delivering good governance in
Bihar and are dedicated to the
State's development?

When I was 21, I felt like
the Asian Games was a
different platform. There was
a lot of pressure because
everybody had their eyes on
you and the game.

I don't believe a full lockdown
is the right course. To all those
enduring these restrictions in
all parts of the country, I want
to repeat my thanks for your
bravery and your patience.

By the end of January,
enough vaccines will be
available for all of our
seniors as well as our
healthcare workers and
first responders.

Prime Minister
—Narendra Modi

Cueist
—Pankaj Advani

UK Prime Minister
—Boris Johnson

US HHS Secretary
—Alex Azar

LETTERS
BJP’s new low
Sir — The BJP has sunk to a new
low by promising free
Coronavirus vaccine shots for
the people of Bihar. This only
proves that the party is fearful of
being defeated and hence is
selling the fear of the pandemic to the people. The fact of the
matter is that the Coronavirus
vaccine is not the private property of the BJP and it cannot
decide which States can have free
access to it. Its leaders need to
realise that they are also in
power at the Centre and the
entire country’s well-being is
their concern and not limited to
the States that are or might be
under their rule. If they want to
give away free vaccines, then
they will have to do so in all the
States and not only in Bihar.
After the dismal performance of
the Janata Dal (United)-BJP
coalition in handling the pandemic, the returnee migrants’
issues and not to forget the
floods, the NDA is offering free
vaccines to woo the electorate. It
should instead focus on improving the conditions in core sectors
like education, employment and
healthcare.
Noor Ahmad
Hyderabad

TO

THE

EDITOR

Death penalty is not a deterrent
he Karnataka High Court rightly said that an “attack
on anybody’s daughter is an attack on our daughter.” The observation came in the context of upholding the trial court’s order of sentencing seven accused
to life imprisonment for the gang-rape of a law student
on the Jnana Bharathi campus in Bengaluru in 2012.
The court noted that the difference between the 2012
Nirbhaya case and the gang-rape of the law student was
that in the former, the girl died but in the latter, the survivor discontinued her studies and traumatised,
returned to her homeland in Nepal.
The High Court has recommended amending provisions of the Indian Penal Code to include capital punishment for gang-rape in addition to the existing provisions of life imprisonment with fine. The death penalty already exists for rape-cum-murder cases, as in the
Nirbhaya case, but is not applicable for cases of gangrape in which there has been no death. However, studies don’t prove that the death penalty is a deterrent. It
could also lead to perpetrators making sure that their

T

Noxious haze
Sir — Once again, US President
Donald Trump has made a
critical reference to India during a presidential debate. Earlier,
he had questioned India’s
Coronavirus data amid criticism of his handling of the pandemic. And recently he called
India’s air “filthy” while claiming that the US has the “lowest

victims are left dead or in no state to make a complaint
or recognise them. Also, in a larger number of cases,
the accused is known to the victim and the looming
fear of the former being handed out a death penalty
could stop one’s family from reporting the crime. Hence,
we need to strengthen the process of rehabilitation.
KV Seetharamaiah
Hassan

carbon emission.” Contrary to
Trump’s claim, the US stands
second in the world in terms of
carbon emission. It leaves a bigger carbon footprint than the
majority of the world’s population. However, in terms of his
comment on India’s poor air
quality, the truth is that he was
just stating a known fact. New
Delhi has indeed been blanketed in a noxious haze. Smoke

from stubble burning in its
neighbouring States, vehicle
fumes and industrial emissions
have been turning the Capital’s
air toxic every winter. It was the
world’s most polluted capital
city for the second straight year
in 2019, according to Swissbased group, IQ AirVisual.
Additionally, according to the
State of Global Air 2020 study,
that was released on October 21,

air pollution caused the death
of 4,76,000 new-borns in 2019
and nearly two-thirds of the
deaths came from harmful
fumes emanating from cooking
fuels. The study also highlighted that more than 1,16,000
Indian infants died due to air
pollution in 2019. So, while
Trump’s comment might sting,
the Indian Government should
take the poor air quality of
India, especially Delhi, seriously. The blame game between
the Centre and the States needs
to stop and adequate steps
should be taken.
Bhagwan Thadani
Mumbai

Low-key festivities
Sir — The festive season has
started but at no cost should we
let our guard down during the
ongoing pandemic. We will
have to celebrate with caution.
Use of face masks, adhering to
social distancing and avoiding
crowded areas should be everyone’s priority. This year, let us
pray from our humble abodes.
Rishav Vatsh
Mumbai
Send your feedback to:
letterstopioneer@gmail.com
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An exaggerated
clampdown

POINTCOUNTERPOINT
I THINK I HAVE GREAT RELATIONSHIPS
WITH ALL PEOPLE. I AM THE LEAST RACIST
PERSON IN THIS ROOM.
—US PRESIDENT

The youth in the streets of Lagos may not realise
that their rebellion could endanger a corrupt
system, but those who benefit from it certainly do

HE (TRUMP) POURS FUEL ON EVERY SINGLE RACIST
FIRE. THIS GUY HAS A DOG WHISTLE ABOUT AS
BIG AS A FOG HORN.
—FORMER US VICE-PRESIDENT

DONALD TRUMP

JOE BIDEN

Dangerous delay
GWYNNE DYER

T

he young Nigerians who were protesting at Lekki Toll Plaza
in Lagos recently were not the African touring company of
Les Misérables. Lekki is one of the poshest suburbs of Lagos,
full of gated communities and most of the protesters were literate,
media-savvy youths who reeked of urban cool. The army killed them
anyway. Or maybe it killed them precisely because of who they
were. IZZY@theleventh, who does not explicitly say he was there,
tweeted: “They removed the cameras two hours before, turned off
the street light and the LED billboard and deployed soldiers to open
fire at the crowd singing the national anthem...they brought tanks!!
Over 78 people are dead. The Nigerian Army then began to put the
dead bodies in their trucks.”
The numbers may be exaggerated: One eyewitness told the
BBC he had counted about 20 bodies and at least 50 injured after
the soldiers opened fire. Official sources have denied that anybody
was killed, or that the army was even there. But Channels Television
has videos showing men in Nigerian Army uniform walking calmly up to the barricade and firing into an angry but non-violent crowd.
The massacre comes after two weeks of protests, mostly in southern Nigeria, that were initially targeted on the Special Anti-Robbery
Squad (SARS).
Almost all Nigerian police forces are corrupt and brutal, but
SARS specialised in robbing, torturing and sometimes murdering
prosperous and trendy young people. If you were young, had hair
of a different colour or tattoos, and were in a flashy car, you stood
a statistically significant chance of having an unpleasant encounter
with SARS. The protests began two weeks ago after pictures allegedly showing a man being beaten to death by SARS circulated on
social media. Muhammadu Buhari, a military dictator 35 years ago
and now back at 77 as Nigeria’s elected President, recognised the
danger and acted fast. Within two days he abolished SARS, promising it to replace it with a kinder, gentler force — but the protesters had heard that story before, and besides they had already moved
on to broader targets.
Nigeria is a powder keg at the best of times, and with lengthy
lockdowns this is not the best of times. Protests exploded across
southern Nigeria, and not all were non-violent. On October 19 a
mob burned a police station in Yaba, another upscale suburb of
Lagos, and 120 km to the east in Benin City armed crowds freed
more than a thousand prisoners from two jails. The State claims
that the protests have been infiltrated by criminals and in some places
that is clearly true, but that’s not why the ruling political class is
panicking. That’s not why they shot down well-educated, trendy
but law-abiding young people in Lekki. It’s because those in power
fear a youth revolt that could not only transform the country, but
split it in half.
Nigeria, Africa’s most populous nation (200 million people),
is really two countries. The southern, mostly Christian half, with
all the oil and ports and most of the industry, is around 95 per cent
literate. Only one of the 19 northern, mostly Muslim States is over
50 per cent literate, and half the young women in the northern
region have no formal education whatever. Naturally, relative prosperity shows the same disparity. Only 27 per cent of the southerners live below the poverty line and 72 per cent of the northerners do. Yet it is young southerners who are on the brink of revolt,
because it is the political domination of the north that keeps the
ruling kleptocracy in power.
It starts with the army, whose officer corps has been dominated by Muslim northerners since colonial times. That is why
Muslim military dictators and elected presidents from the north have
ruled Nigeria for 38 of the 60 years since independence, but even
Christian presidential candidates from the south are in hock to northern interests. The traditional rulers and religious authorities of the
north control the big banks of voters that can be sold to the highest bidder, and it is in their interest to keep those voters ignorant
and obedient. The southern kleptocrats, who buy the votes, have
an equally strong interest in the system as it lets them go on stealing: One-third of Nigeria’s oil revenues over the past 50 years have
ended up in foreign bank accounts.
The young men and women in the streets of Lagos may not
realise that their rebellion could endanger an entire corrupt system, but those who benefit from it certainly do. Which is why their
response has been so extreme. What happens next matters a lot,
because 25 years from now Nigeria will have overtaken the US in
population and become the third-biggest country in the world. It
would be nice if by then it was a stable, well-educated democracy where prosperity extended beyond the south.
(Gwynne Dyer’s new book is ‘Growing Pains: The Future of
Democracy and Work.’)

In a country where a majority of patients are diagnosed in the later stages of the disease, the
Coronavirus outbreak is further hampering diagnosis and treatment of cancer

VEDANT KABRA
orty five-year-old Ayesha (name changed), a
resident of a small town in west Uttar Pradesh
(UP), first spotted a tiny painless lump in her
breast in April this year. However, the Coronavirusinduced lockdown and the fear of catching the infection in a healthcare setting prevented her from seeing a doctor. Even when the lockdown was eased,
her family was too scared to travel to Delhi to seek
medical consultation. By the time she reached an
oncologist four months later, her aggressive cancer
had already hit Stage III, diminishing the chances
of her survival.
Unfortunately, Ayesha is not a lone case of a seriously-ill patient being deprived of timely treatment
INDIA ALSO HAS A
due to the ongoing contagion. While we will never
HIGH MORTALITY
be able to collate data of how many such patients
suffered delayed diagnosis and treatment this year,
RATE BECAUSE A
it is evident that the number is significant. Patient
MAJORITY OF THE
attendance in oncology clinics fell significantly in PATIENTS ARE STILL
the initial months of the pandemic. The number of DIAGNOSED IN THE
new cases diagnosed continued to remain relativeLATE STAGES OF
ly low even several months after the total lockdown
THE
DISEASE AND A
had been eased. Breast Cancer Now, a British charSIGNIFICANT
ity organisation, estimated that due to the contagion
PROPORTION OF
almost a million British women had missed a screenTHEM ARE NOT
ing appointment. This might have led to thousands
ABLE TO GET
of cancers going undetected. For a country like India,
where a majority of breast cancer detections still hapAPPROPRIATE
pen in the later stages of the disease, the Coronavirus
TREATMENT.
outbreak has further hampered diagnosis and
ANOTHER
treatment, and is likely to negatively impact survival
WORRYING TREND
rates from the disease.
IS AN INCREASING
Rising disease burden in India: Breast cancer
INCIDENCE OF THE
is the most common form of the disease among
DISEASE IN
Indian women and accounts for an estimated 28 per
cent of all cancers. In fact, a woman is diagnosed YOUNGER WOMEN.
SHOCKINGLY,
with it every four minutes while another dies of this
NEARLY HALF OF
disease every 13 minutes in the country. In 2018, it
is estimated to have claimed as many as 87,000 lives
THE PATIENTS IN
in India. The incidence of the disease has increased
URBAN INDIA ARE
dramatically over the last 25 years due to multiple
LESS THAN 50
factors, including increasing urbanisation, adoption
YEARS OF AGE.
of unhealthy lifestyles (smoking, drinking, junk food POOR AWARENESS
consumption and so on), increased use of plastic
utensils and microwave ovens, rise in obesity, drop ABOUT SYMPTOMS,
LACK OF A
in physical activity levels, delayed age of child-bearUNIVERSAL AND
ing and reduced breast-feeding.
COMPREHENSIVE
India also has a high mortality rate because a
SCREENING
majority of the patients are still diagnosed in the late
stages of the disease and a significant proportion of
PROGRAMME,
them are not able to get appropriate treatment.
SOCIAL TABOOS
Another worrying trend is an increasing incidence
AND
of the disease in younger women. Shockingly, nearEMBARRASSMENT
ly half of the patients in urban India are less than
TO DISCUSS THE
50 years of age. Poor awareness about symptoms,
ISSUE ARE THE
lack of a universal and comprehensive screening proMAIN REASONS
gramme, social taboos and embarrassment to disBEHIND DELAYED
cuss the issue are the main reasons behind delayed
DIAGNOSIS
diagnosis as well as the resultant high mortality.
Unfortunately, the prevailing situation due to a
worldwide pandemic has impeded diagnosis and
treatment of a number of non-Coronavirus diseases,
including all types of cancers. Already a neglected
subject, women’s health has further been relegated
to the back-burner as families delay medical consultation and avoid visiting healthcare facilities or
undergoing regular disease screening.
Pandemic or not, do not put health issues on
the back-burner: The Coronavirus is a long-term
problem, which is likely to stay with us in the near
future. While containing the pandemic and ensuring treatment of all infected people must be a high
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priority, adequate policy measures need
to be taken to ensure that other serious
diseases are not neglected in the process.
Governments as well as healthcare
providers, both have a role to play in
achieving this. It is important to educate
people about the importance of not
neglecting their health conditions and prevent interruptions in treatment modalities, too. It is equally important to ensure
continuation of unimpeded nonCoronavirus services in hospitals while
also instilling confidence among people
about the safety of hospitals and clinics,
especially outpatient departments (OPDs).
However, the silver lining in the dark
cloud is that thanks to advanced diagnostic and treatment modalities, survival rates
of breast cancer patients have increased
significantly globally. While survival
depends on a number of factors such as
the type of cancer, stage at the time of diagnosis, the quality of treatment, in the US
it is estimated that up to 90 per cent of
women survive five years after diagnosis
and 84 per cent manage to survive 10
years.
However, in India, the survival rates
remain abysmally low for reasons mentioned above. Increased awareness and
health literacy, regular screening after 40
years of age, adoption of a healthy and
active lifestyle sans smoking or excessive
drinking, timely and appropriate treatment can help improve survival rates in
India too.
New-age technologies can help navigate the Coronavirus pandemic: The
adoption of new-age technologicallyadvanced methods further helps improve
the quality of life of patients. Now, surgical treatment does not mean removal of
the whole breast in all patients. It is possible to offer a breast conservation surgery

in nearly 60-70 per cent of the patients
either upfront or after chemotherapy.
Similarly, complete removal of armpit
nodes, a procedure done routinely in all
patients until a couple of decades ago, has
given way to sentinel lymph node biopsy in which only a few nodes need to be
tested for the presence of the tumour.
If these sentinel nodes are not
involved in the disease, one does not need
to remove the remaining nodes, thus
bringing down the rate of shoulder dysfunction as well as lymphedema (swelling
of the arm) significantly. Similar to
surgery, personalised systemic therapy
(chemo, hormone, immune and targeted
therapy) has enabled us to avoid more
toxic treatment in patients with a good
biology tumour. Two patients with the
same size of tumour can have very different outcomes. New-age prognostic tests
help predict the risk of cancer relapse in
the early stage of breast cancer with a high
degree of accuracy, stratifying patients into
low and high-risk categories, based on
their tumour biology. Those patients who
fall in the low-risk category have very limited risk of relapse and may be able to
avoid chemotherapy.
Cancer patients face a higher risk of
catching the Coronavirus infection as well
as suffering from its complications
because of their immuno-suppressive
state as a result of the disease itself and due
to chemotherapy. These prognostic tests
that can help them avoid chemotherapy,
if used judiciously, can kill two birds with
one stone — patients can avoid
chemotherapy, which is immunosuppressive, and avoid visits to the hospital
to undergo chemotherapy.
Radiation therapy has also undergone
a complete metamorphosis over the
decades and modern machines enable us

to deliver more precise radiation (thus
sparing adjacent organs like the lungs and
the heart from a high dose of radiation)
and in a shorter interval of time (as less
as two weeks as compared to the usual five
weeks in a select group of patients).
In more good news, researchers in
Canada have developed a new, inexpensive technology that could save lives and
money by routinely screening women for
breast cancer without exposure to radiation. The system, developed by researchers
at the University of Waterloo, uses harmless microwaves and Artificial Intelligence
software to detect even small, earlystage tumours within minutes.
By comparing the tissue composition
of one breast with the other, the system
is sensitive enough to detect anomalies less
than one centimetre in diameter. A negative result could quickly rule out cancer,
while a positive result would trigger referral for more expensive tests using mammography or magnetic resonance imaging. In addition to reducing patient wait
times and enabling earlier diagnosis, the
device would eliminate radiation exposure, improve patient comfort and work
on particularly dense breasts, a problem
with mammograms. However, this technology will take a while to come to India
as it is still at the nascent stage.
In the end, people have to realise that
while the Coronavirus is a serious pandemic, they must not neglect their overall health, compromise on regular checkups and doctor consultations or delay cancer treatment. However, all hospital visits must be undertaken with complete precautionary measures that are the new normal now.
(The writer is head, Department of
Surgical Oncology, Manipal Hospitals,
Dwarka)

Closure of budget private schools looms large
With apathy, low Government allocation and high-handedness, school education is becoming nobody’s baby

SHIVAJI SARKAR
ndia’s unaided private school education is collapsing as thousands
of institutions have closed down
and many others are struggling to survive. This may cost the nation over
`1.75 lakh crore a year, as the
Coronavirus-induced lockdown has
harmed the education sector
immensely. Though the mention of
private education conjures up images
of swanky private schools with worldclass facilities and sky-high fee structure, these are also in crisis today.
However, it is the online, low budget schools that have been the worsthit by the pandemic. These schools
penetrate rural areas, small towns or
low-income localities of metros,
according to the State of the Sector
Report on Private Schools by the
Central Square Foundation (CSF). As
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per the recently released Household
Social Consumption on Education in
India Report, the aggregate household
expenditure on private schools is
approximately `1.75 lakh crore,
almost equal to the e-commerce sector. Also, about 50 per cent of the total
school enrolments are in private
schools.
Though almost all schools,
Government or private, are under
stress due to the lockdown, the worst
sufferers are the virtual informal
schools. With or without Government
recognition, they serve the hinterland
of the country. They have improved
school enrolment, especially in rural
areas, where the number of students
attending private schools has
increased from four per cent in 1993
to 26.6 per cent in 2017-18.
The CSF says that the struggle for
the survival of private education in the
country is intense. Even under normal circumstances, it is not easy for
private schools to attract students and
during the Coronavirus era, the situation has worsened further as parents refuse to pay fees. Plus, the digital footprint has made online education unaffordable.

So most such schools have either
closed down or are facing closure as
they are neither able to pay their
teachers nor can they afford infrastructure costs. Some had planned
expansion in early March and taken
loans. Many have gone into severe
debt and even after closure, are in distress. Most of these are entrepreneurial ventures by innovative individuals.
In Fatehpur, Uttar Pradesh, a shopkeeper’s son started a school that followed the concept of “pay `1 a day.”
However, since the students are not
coming to school, entrepreneurs like
him have little option but to close
down operations.
The impact on society is severe as
these virtual schools employ mostly
jobless youth at low salaries. The payment is on a daily or hourly basis. But
each school sustains at least 100 people on an average. The youth prefer
to opt for such jobs for sustenance as
well as for the prestige they enjoy in
their neighbourhood due to it. In villages or semi-urban areas, such
schools have become the first choice
for parents, as they are perceived to
be better than Government schools
due to the overall care that a child is

given as the teachers (trained or not)
are from the neighbourhood. This is
making education more mass-based
as the official system has many limitations and despite some recent
efforts, suffers from delivery problems. Recruitment of teachers itself is
flawed as the disclosures from VYAPAM in Madhya Pradesh and by the
UP Government have shown. The
Yogi Adityanath Government also
found that the district officials interfered in “Basic Shiksha” schools and
issued orders for severing these from
the district administration. Plus,
online education has largely come a

cropper in all such institutions.
The pandemic gave rise to the
need for having a digital infrastructure and due to their low budgets, the
unaided private schools claim that
they are neither able to match up with
elite schools nor with the State-run
schools, for which the content is aired
through television and radio channels
and other Government-run platforms. To make matters worse, parents do not consider online teaching
to be proper education. They do not
pay the schools because their wards
are not going there. Apart from that,
they find online teaching expensive
due to the high internet costs. Another
problem they face is that each child
needs a smart phone or computer,
which they cannot afford.
Apart from this, many children
do not find online teaching interesting as there are many glitches and
teachers, too, find themselves struggling due to the lack of eye contact.
Plus, students mostly switch off the
video mode because of the poor network across the country and to
reduce unaffordable data use.
The students and their parents
find brick and mortar schools more

affordable and fruitful because apart
from learning from books and the
teachers, the children learn language
skills, etiquette, discipline, interaction
with peer groups, use of a library and
social behaviour. So parents, despite
their low incomes, do not mind paying for education at brick and mortar schools.
As per a Ministry of Statistics and
Programme Implementation report,
Indians pay 12 times the money for
pre-primary education at a private
school. The number decreases to
about three times at the higher secondary level. A majority, 70.8 per cent
students, pay less than `1,000 monthly fee, while 45.5 per cent pay less than
`500. The monthly median fee in an
elementary unaided school is `958 in
urban areas and `500 in rural India.
Schools complain that at least onethird of the parents default in paying
this minimal amount also. The closure
of budget private schools can adversely impact “education for all” and multiply unemployment. With apathy, low
Government allocation and highhandedness, school education is
becoming nobody’s baby.
(The writer is a senior journalist)

FOREIGN EYE

CONCERNS OVER
AN AGEING WORLD
Globally, the life of the
elderly has changed from a
simple, mainly localised
concern to a systemic,
comprehensive and longterm factor related to the
sustainable development of
the economy and society.
With a rapidly ageing
society, the challenges that
need to be overcome range
from the rising shortage of
labour to increasingly
unsustainable pension funds
and inadequate medical and
nursing resources.
(China Daily editorial)
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MONEY MATTERS
Airtel Africa Q2 profit slips 9% to
USD 88 mn
harti Airtel Africa
operations, Airtel Africa,
on Friday posted 8.8 per
cent decline in profit at USD
88 million (around Rs 647
crore) for September quarter
2020-21.The company had
recorded a profit after tax of
USD 96 million for the same
period a year ago. Revenue
during the quarter under review grew 14.3 per cent to USD 965
million from USD 844 million in the year-ago period, the company
said in a statement. "Importantly, the fundamentals of our business
remain strong and revenue growth further benefited from the
execution of our strategy with a specific focus on expanding
distribution in the rural areas, investing in our network and
increasing 4G coverage, as well as benefiting from the fact we
provide an essential service to consumers," Airtel Africa CEO
Raghunath Mandava said. The company's revenue on constant
currency terms grew 19.6 per cent during the period under
review.

B

ESIC scheme adds 9.3 lakh new
members in August
round 9.30 lakh new
members joined ESIC-run
social security scheme in
August, against 7.55 lakh in
the previous month, official
data showed on Friday, giving
a perspective on formal sector
employment in the country.
The latest data is part of a
report released by the NSO on
Friday. Gross new enrolments with the Employees' State Insurance
Corporation (ESIC) were registered at 8.21 lakh in June, 4.84 lakh
in May and 2.61 lakh in April, showing an increase in enrolments
after easing of lockdown. The government had imposed a ationwide
lockdown on March 25 to contain the spread of coronavirus
infections. Restrictions were eased from June. In March, as many
as 8.21 lakh new members had joined the scheme run by ESIC,
against 11.83 lakh subscribers in February, according to the payroll
data released in May. The NSO report showed gross enrolments of
new subscribers with ESIC were 1.51 crore in 2019-20, against
1.49 crore in the previous fiscal.
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IDBI Bank reports Rs 324 cr profit
for Q2; NPA ratio down
DBI Bank on Friday reported
a net profit of Rs 324 crore
for the second quarter of
the current fiscal year against
a loss of Rs 3,459 crore for
the same period of the
previous fiscal. Compared
sequentially, the bank
registered a 125 per cent jump
against the first quarter net
profit of Rs 144 crore, IDBI
Bank said in release. Total
income of the bank fell by 7.5 per cent to Rs 5,761.06 crore during
July-September 2020-21 compared to Rs 6,231.02 crore in the
same period of 2019-20, the private sector lender said. The bank's
net interest income grew by 4 per cent to Rs 1,695 crore during the
reported quarter, while the net interest margin improved by 37
basis points to 2.70 per cent from 2.33 per cent.The lender
promoted by LIC said it also improved on its bad assets ratio by
reducing gross non-performing assets (NPAs) to 25.08 per cent of
gross loans as on September 30, 2020, against 29.43 per cent a
year ago.
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India gets Chairmanship of ILO
Governing body after a gap of 35 yrs
fter a gap of 35 years,
India assumed the
Chairmanship of
Governing Body of Internat
ional Labour Organisation
(ILO), with Labour Secretary
Apurva Chandra being
elected to the post. "After 35
years, India assumed the
Chairman ship of the
Governing Body of ILO.
Labour Secretary Apurva Chandra has been elected as the
Chairperson of the Governing Body of the ILO for the period
October 2020-June 2021," a labour ministry statement said on
Friday.According to the statement, India assumed the Chairmanship
of GB after 35 years, marking a new chapter in the 100 years of
productive relationship between India and ILO.The Chairperson of
the Governing Body of ILO is a position of international repute. The
Governing Body (GB) is the apex executive body of the ILO, which
decides policies, programmes, agenda, budget, and elects the
Director-General.At present, the ILO has 187 members. Chandra
will be presiding over the upcoming the Governing Body's meeting,
to be held in November 2020.
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World shares gain after
last Trump-Biden debate
PNSn TOKYO

World shares and U.S. futures
advanced Friday after President
Donald Trump and his challenger former Vice President
Joe Biden faced off in their second and final debate before the
November 3 election.
Stocks rose Friday in Paris,
London and Tokyo but
declined in Shanghai. The
debate over, investors will again
be focused on hopes for another round of aid for the U.S.
economy.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
said progress was being made
on talks to deliver more stimulus but it remains unclear if
the
Democrats
and
Republicans will manage to
set aside their differences to
provide help for businesses
and millions of people who
have lost their jobs during the

Stocks rose in
Paris, London and
Tokyo but declined
in Shanghai. The
debate over,
investors will again
be focused on
hopes for another
round of aid
coronavirus pandemic.
In their debate late Thursday,
Trump and his Democratic
challenger Biden managed a
more substantive exchange
than during their first raucous
clash several weeks ago. There
were no major market-moving
surprises.
“The final U.S. presidential

The rupee depreciated 7 paise
to close at 73.61 (provisional)
against the US dollar on Friday
even as the domestic equity
market was trading with significant gains.
At the interbank forex market, the local unit opened
weak at 73.62 against the US
dollar and remained stressed
for majority of the session
before closing at 73.61, a loss
of 7 paise over its previous
close. During the session, the
local unit witnessed an intraday high of 73.46 and a low of
73.67 against the US dollar.
It had settled at 73.54
against the greenback in the
previous session on Thursday.
According to forex dealers,
positive sentiment in the
domestic equity market and
weakness in US dollar overseas
restricted the rupee's fall.

PNSn NEW DELHI

PNSn BENGALURU

Karnataka Chief Minister B S
Yediyurappa on Friday said the
state continue to be the most
preferred destination for
investors and has attracted
the highest FDI inflow of Rs
10,255 crore in the country in
the April-June quarter, amid
the COVID-19 pandemic.
"Karnataka continues to
be the most preferred destination for investors and has

Delhi govt okays
100 models of
vehicles
PNSn NEW DELHI

The Delhi government has
approved more than 100
models of vehicles, including
45 makes of e-rickshaw and
12 of four-wheelers, for subsidy under the new electric
vehicles policy, Transport
Minister Kailash Gahlot said
on Friday.
"Vehicles priced up to Rs
15 lakh will be eligible for the
purchase incentive(subsidy),
besides exemption of road tax
and registration fee. Electric
vehicles having a price over
Rs 15 lakh will not get subsidy but will be eligible for
road tax and registration fee
exemptions," he told a press
conference.
The minister launched a
website having details of
approved models, dealers,
subsidy disbursal process as
well as the network of 70
charging stations across the
city. The 100 approved models of electric vehicles include
45 of e-rickshaws, 14 of twowheelers and 12 of fourwheelers. He also said 36
manufacturers have been registered with a network of 98
dealers across the city.

PNSn DETROIT

The conflicting messages have experts
in the field accusing Tesla of deceptive,
irresponsible marketing that could
make the roads more dangerous as the
system is rolled out to as many as 1mn
vehicle drivers by the end of the year
ality that still requires constant
driver supervision.” On a conference call Wednesday, Musk
told industry analysts that the
company is starting full selfdriving slowly and cautiously

gained 0.9% to 12,654.60 while
the CAC 40 in Paris jumped
1.1%, to 4,904.25. Britain's
FTSE 100 gained 1% to
5,843.13 after Japan and the UK
signed a trade agreement to
replace the pact with the EU
which will no longer apply
after Britain's exit from the
bloc.

PNSn MUMBAI

Rahul Gupta, Head of
Research- Currency, Emkay
Global Financial Services said,
“As we get close to the US election day, uncertainty over the
outcome will keep USD-INR
spot afloat. On the domestic
equity market front, BSE
benchmark Sensex was trading 151.26 points higher at
40,709.75 and the broader
NSE Nifty rose 45.25 points to
11,941.70.

K’taka most preferred Pandemic likely to delay penetration of EVs
by investors: BSY
attracted the highest FDI
inflow in the country in AprJun 2020 quarter.
The state received investments worth Rs.10,255 crore
($1,350m) in these three
months amidst pandemic," he
tweeted. In a series of tweets,
the Chief Minister said Indias
first sector-specific investment
Rs 3,540 crore Consumer
Electronics and Durable
Goods cluster will come up in
Hubbali.

“because the world is a complex and messy place.”
It plans to add drivers this
weekend and hopes to have a
wider release by the end of the
year. He referred to having a

The coronavirus pandemic is
expected to delay the penetration of electric vehicles in
India, as low affordability and
the government's priority on
reviving existing conventional
automobile industry shift the
focus away from EVs in the
interim, according to rating
firm Ind-Ra.
The passenger vehicles
(PVs) segment of e-mobility
will face a double whammy, as
consumers would be wary to
buy a costlier EV than an

internal combustion engine
(ICE) vehicle, while original
equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) would refrain from
incurring high Capex, India
Ratings and Research (Ind-Ra)
said in a statement.

"Low affordability and the
government's priorities on
reviving the otherwise suffering auto industry could shift
the focus away from EVs in the
interim," it added.
Reduced affordability and

Kerala CM launches 26 tourism projects
PNSn
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM,

Kerala Chief Minister
Pinayari Vijayan has launched
26 new tourism projects across
the state in a bid to boost the
crisis-hit tourism sector.
Vijayan on Thursday said the
tourism sector in the state has
suffered an estimated loss of
around Rs 25,000 crore due to
the COVID-19 pandemic.
He said the epidemic arrived
at a time when the tourism sector in the state was thriving
after overcoming several crises.
"Once our state, the country
and the world sur vive
COVID-19, Kerala will once
again become a tourist paradise," Vijayan said while inaugurating the projects in 14
districts through video conference. He said the state govern-

"Once our state,
the country and
the world survive
COVID-19, Kerala
will once again
become a tourist
paradise," Vijayan
said .
ment is implementing adequate projects to boost the
tourism sector.
"The tourism sector was
estimated to have lost Rs
25,000 crore due to the
COVID-19 crisis, which had
also resulted in huge job losses," he said.

The projects, a state government release said, are spread
from thehilltop tourist centre
Ponmudi in Thiruvananthapu
ram to the northernmost district Kasaragod.
The completed infrastructure development project in
Ponmudi has provided play-

grounds, landscaping and
seating for children.
The chief minister also
inaugurated Malamel Para
Tourism Project at Kollam
Beach and Thanni Beach.
The Green Tourism
Coplex, modelled on the
Louvre Museum in Paris, at
Pala
in
Kottayam,
Aruvikkuzhi
Tourism
Development Project in
Idukki District; Elappara
amenity centre, pathway to the
finishing point of the
Punnamada Nehru Trophy
boat race and two two boat
jetties, the tourism project as
part of the Bhoothat hankettu dam in Ernakulam district,
the botanical garden and renovation of the tourist centre at
Peechi dam in Thrissur are the
few projects which were
launched.

lower economic activities due
to the pandemic could result in
the automobile industr y
recording a decline in sales of
over 20 per cent year-on-year
for the second consecutive
year in FY21, the agency said.
This is likely to impact the
sales of EVs, which are costlier
than an ICE vehicle. Twowheelers have benefitted from
rural demand and shift to personal mobility, and the segment could be the least impacted with regard to electrification
due to better pricing and
model choices, it noted.

Sensex
ends 127 pts
higher
PNSn MUMBAI

Equity benchmark Sensex
ended 127 points higher on
Friday, primarily led by gains
in auto, metal and power sector stocks amid positive cues
from global markets.
After rising 252.63 points
during the day, the 30-share
Sensex settled 127.01 points
or 0.31 per cent higher at
40,685.50, and the broader
NSE Nifty rose 33.90 points
or 0.28 per cent to end
11,930.35.
On the Sensex, Maruti
Suzuki was the top gainer, rallying around 4 per cent, followed by M&M, Tata Steel,
PowerGrid, Bajaj Auto and
NTPC.

Buffer stock onion to states/UTs LIC hikes stake
in IRB Infra
PNSn NEW DELHI

In a bid to cool down retail
onion prices that are ruling
over Rs 75 per kg in some
places, the Centre has stepped
up efforts and asked states and
union territories to take the
kitchen staple from the central
buffer stock for retail intervention.
As per data maintained by
the Consumer Affairs
Ministry, retail onion prices in
Mumbai were ruling at Rs
86/kg, Chennai at Rs 83/kg,
Kolkata at Rs 70/kg and Delhi

Tesla testing ‘full self-driving' vehicles
Earlier this week, Tesla sent out
its “full self-driving” software
to a small group of owners who
will test it on public roads. But
buried on its website is a disclaimer that the USD 8,000 system doesn't make the vehicles
autonomous and drivers still
have to supervise it.
The conflicting messages
have experts in the field accusing Tesla of deceptive, irresponsible marketing that could
make the roads more dangerous as the system is rolled out
to as many as 1 million electric
vehicle drivers by the end of
the year.
“This is actively misleading
people about the capabilities of
the system, based on the information I've seen about it,” said
Steven Shladover, a research
engineer at the University of
California, Berkeley, who has
studied autonomous driving
for 40 years.
“It is a very limited function-

debate was less chaotic than the
first but offered little new information to inform the result for
markets," Stephen Innes of Axi
said in a commentary.
“Meanwhile, discussion relevant to the post-election economic outlook was limited,
particularly from President
Trump." Germany's DAX

Rupee ends 7 paise
lower against $

million vehicles “providing
feedback” on situations that
can't be anticipated.
The company hasn't identified the drivers or said where
they are located. Messages
were left Thursday seeking
comment from Tesla.
The National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration,
which regulates automakers,
says it will monitor the Teslas
closely “and will not hesitate to
take action to protect the public against unreasonable risks
to safety.”
The agency says in a statement that it has been briefed
on Tesla's system, which it
considers to be an expansion of
driver assistance software,
which requires human supervision.
On its website, Tesla touts in
large font its full self-driving
capability. In smaller font, it
warns: “The currently enabled
features require active driver
supervision and do not make
the vehicle autonomous.

at Rs 55/kg on October 22.
"We have stepped up efforts
to check the price rise. We have
requested state governments
and union territories to take
onion from our buffer stock for
retail intervention," Consumer
Affairs Secretar y Leena
Nandan told PTI. Assam,
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar,
Chandigarh,
Har yana,
Telangana and Tamil Nadu
have shown interest and taking
a total of 8,000 tonnes of
onion from the buffer, she
said, adding that the ministry
is awaiting response from

Daimler
rebounds after
lockdowns
PNSn FRANKFURT

other states. The centre is
offering onion from the buffer
stock stored at Nashik,
Maharasthra, at the procured
rate of Rs 26-28 per kg to states
who wish to lift the stock on
their own. For others who
want it to be delivered, the
offered price would be Rs 30
per kg, she added. Besides
this, the secretary said that
cooperative Nafed, which is
procuring and maintaining
the onion buffer stock on
behalf of the government, is
offloading the stock in wholesale mandis across the country.

PNSn MUMBAI

LIC has raised its stake in IRB
Infrastructure Developers,
which operates the iconic
Mumbai-Pune Expressway,
to 5.27 per cent in the
September quarter, the highway construction firm said on
Friday.
IRB Infra is the largest
highway developer in the private sector with an asset base
of Rs 45,000 crore and two

NBFCs: Include us
as beneficiaries

InvITs. It has constructed
over 12,300 lane kilometres
(kms) across the country in
the past two decades.
LIC has been increasing
their holding in our company for long. In the September
quarter, LIC's stake in the
company rose to 5.27 per
cent from 3.81 per cent in the
June quarter, IRB Infra chairman and managing director
Virendra D Mhaiskar said in
a statement.

Forex reserves
touch life
time high
PNSn MUMBAI

PNSn MUMBAI

Daimler AG, maker of
Mercedes-Benz luxury cars
and Freightliner trucks, saw
third-quarter profit rebound
as the company clamped
down on costs and as auto
sales recovered after the coronavirus lockdowns of earlier
in the year. Highly profitable
vehicles such as the GLE,
GLE and GLS sport-utility
vehicles boosted earnings, as
did the economic recovery in
China, said CFO Harald
Wilhelm. The existing version of the S-Class luxury
sedan also did well even
though it is being replaced by
a new model, Wilhelm said.
The company now expects
full-year operating earnings
to equal those from 2019,
before the virus. Previously it
said it expected to make a
profit below last year's.

Non-banking financial companies (NBFCs) have written
to the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) to include them as beneficiaries for availing funds
under on tap targeted longterm repo operations
(TLTRO) scheme.
To ensure comfortable liquidity conditions in the system, the RBI on October 9
announced to conduct on tap
TLTRO worth Rs 1 lakh crore.
The central bank had said
the liquidity availed by banks
under the scheme has to be
deployed in corporate bonds,
commercial papers and nonconvertible debentures issued
by the entities in specific sectors. Banks can also use the
funds to extend credit to these
specific sectors. The central
bank made sectors such as

agriculture agri-infrastructure,
secured retail, micro, small
and medium enterprises
(MSMEs) and drugs, pharmaceuticals and healthcare, eligible for deployment of funds
availed under on tap TLTRO.
In a letter written to RBI
Governor Shaktikanta Das,
Finance
Industr y
Development Council (FIDC),
a representative body of
(NBFCs), said while sections
including agriculture, MSME
and retail are covered, NBFCs
have not been included as a
sector which could avail funds
under the on tap TLTRO
scheme.

The countr y's foreign
exchange reserves touched a
life time high of USD 555.12
billion after it surged by USD
3.615 billion in the week
ended October 16, according
to RBI data.
During the latest reporting
week, the rise in total reserves
was due to a sharp rise in
Foreign Currency Assets
(FCAs), a major component
of the overall reserves.
FCA jumped by USD
3.539 billion to USD 512.322
billion, the data showed.
Expressed in dollar terms,
FCAs include the effect of
appreciation or depreciation
of non-US units like the euro,
pound and yen held in the
foreign exchange reserves.
The country's reserve position with the IMF declined by
USD 11 mn.
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From having to visit Hyderabad
for vacations in childhood to
finding a safe haven here, things
changed a lot. This
city is pure joy! Now
my heart lies here, it
seems like I have
taken birth again. My
telugu fans play a
significant role
in this due to
the abundant love they
have showered on me.
They never
compartmentalised
my craft and
applauded me for
that every
different song I
sung for them.

‘I OWE MY SUCCESS

MM MANASI
SINGER

TO HYDERABAD’

SHIKHA DUGGAL

f Mumbai is to be
considered the
city of dreams, so
is Hyderabad. It
has been abode to
several outsiders
who today feel immensely at
home penning their success
stories here. M.M.Manasi,
the known playback singer
who won a SIMA award for
Rangamma Mangamma
from Tollywood periodic
drama starring Ram
Charan’s
Rangasthalam has
dismissed her
fears of not
being a Telugu
and yet becoming one of the
favourite singers
here! Chennai
born trained
vocalist belonging
to the arena of
Tamilians says
Hyderabad welcomes
everyone with open
arms. Yes, she was an
outsider here but no
more because this
city made her who
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she’s today and her future lies
here. Hyderabad can be characterised having the mere
focus on societal development providing all kinds of
solution to a newly arrived
outsider by minimising the
local challenges. It empowered the singer to instil her
future over here in all the
optimistic ways possible.
“From having to visit
Hyderabad for vacations in
childhood to finding a safe
haven here, things changed a
lot. This city is pure joy! Now
my heart lies here, it seems
like I have taken birth again.
My telugu fans play a significant role in this due to the
abundant love they have
showered on me. They never
compartmentalised my craft
and applauded me for that
every different song I sung
for them,” shares Manasi.
Being thankful to friends and
colleagues, Manasi managed
to learn Telugu which was
challenging and sometimes
just downright difficult.
Recollecting it as one of her
fondest memories over
here, her
friends

The rising trend:
One stitch at a time
t’s not just the kids
and artsy youngsters loving the
sewing machine,
homemakers are
enjoying adding
their creative touch to home
décor amidst all the time they
now have at hand, men learning to fix their shirts, buttons
and grandmothers making
cute little clothes for their
grandchildren, the demand for
sewing machines is on the rise
in India. What is heartening to
see, is that the craft is being
recognised as being gender
agnostic and many men are
now exploring and honing
their creative skills on the
sewing machine in their leisure
time.
Parveen Sahni, Senior VP,
Usha International, talks about
growth of sewing machines
industry in India, sewing as a
therapy and more. The sewing
machine industry has seen a
renaissance of sorts in the last
two decades with consumers
rediscovering the advantages of
sewing, in tandem with the
evolutions of the sewing
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The lockdown has
led to the surge in
DIY hobbies
especially for
making their own
masks and PPE
kits. Many people
have taken to
public platforms to
express how
sewing helped
them fight off
anxiety and stress

machine itself — from the
manual black machines of the
yore today we have a slew of
high tech automated sewing
machines. This entire transformation in perception and the
new age machines has set off a
revival of sewing as an art and
hobby and Do-It-Yourself
(DIY). Likewise, Usha too has
also evolved to traverse the
entire spectrum of the market,
anticipating consumer needs
aligned with the changing consumer demographics.
Praveen explains, “While the
sewing machine industry in
India is substantial, currently
the unorganised sector contributes about 60-70% of the
business. However, this is
changing very significantly in
favour of quality brands in the
organized sector, given that
consumers are realizing the
need for quality products and
hassle-free after sales service
support, as well as value additions like skill training and
teaching tutorials — basically
the whole value proposition
that is offered by trusted and
established brands.”
With people busy navigating
unchartered waters as the pandemic unfolded, working
remotely in the absence of professional and social contact,
self-isolation due to fear of
infection, all began to play
chaos in our lives. Anxiety,
stress and the strain of dealing
with new realities began to
take a toll on mental health. In
a scenario like this, creative
hobbies and passions have
played a huge role in helping
aid mental wellbeing. Sewing is
one such hobby that is as
much fun alone as it is with

helped her figure out the best
way to learn Telugu! She’s a
multi-lingual now and with
so much to offer she keeps
reviving her drive to learn
new things in Hyderabad.
Chennai v/s Hyderabad —
one is her birthplace and the
other nurtured her professional dreams yet she chooses Hyderabad personally all
because of a moderate climate. Chennai is quite
humid, she says. A full on
shopaholic, she compulsively
shops from all the flea markets, exhibitions and street
vendors across Hyderabad as
that’s the one thing in
Hyderabad which cheers her
the most. She’s not some
superficial young woman
who’s looking for expensive
shoes or handbags but somebody who has a shopping
spree in herself whenever she
gets to know that the city’s
flea markets are around the
corner! She strongly believes
that the people of Hyderabad
see a spark of talent in her,
they could witness her
best loved qualities. It
shows their quality of
thinking according to
her. She has always

received good inputs from
her colleagues and this helps
her grow. Owing all her success to this city today she’s
happy about the fact it’s full
of pure lovers of music who
appreciates all kinds of
chords touched or sung. The
untimely death of legendary
singer S.P.
Balasubhramaniyam came as
a shock to her as well, she
reminisces her journey of
having the opportunity to
sing with him and receiving
flattering comments that
made her life — “I consider
myself to be lucky, that’s it.
He highlighted the unparalleled power of music in me
that germinated me to a path
of discovery. The one thing
that really touched me was
that sir was right there present for my rehearsals despite
finishing his dub and that left
an indelible mark in my
heart. Having said to me that
‘This is the mark of a true
musician by learning the
whole song’, it
inspired and
uplifted me to no
end! May God
bless his soul.”
Concluding the

From kids who love to
engage in craft activities
and small DIY projects, to
the young generation who
love to enhance the look
and value of their garments
by embellishing them to
make a personalised style
statement, everyone has
taken to seeing these days.
The lockdown has only
aided this newfound love
for the art of sewing.
K RAMYA SREE talks to
experts in the field to
understand the rising trend.

Parveen Sahni

people. It keeps you busy and
as you lose yourself in the
moment — unleashing your
creativity, doing what you are
loving — it helps the brain
relax and release the feel good
hormones helping lift your
mood instantly. Sewing gives
you a sense of purpose, a sense
of accomplishment, a sense of
happiness and joy that goes a
long way in evoking positivity.
Many people have taken to
public platforms to express
how sewing helped them fight
off anxiety and stress.
The lockdown has led to the
surge in DIY hobbies especially for making their own masks
and PPE kits. He says, “Even
before the pandemic driven
lockdown, adoption of automated sewing machines and

industrial garment machines
was seeing an upswing in India
— for both apparel and nonapparel manufacturing — contributing to the growth of the
sewing machine market. As for
the demand from the home
consumer — it is fueled by the
growing numbers embracing
sewing as a hobby irrespective
of age group. Part of this is led
by parents who want to inculcate sewing skills amongst kids
to give them a creative outlet
and reduce time spent on
TV/mobile screens.” He goes
on to add that many are picking up sewing as a creative outlet to deal with the stress —
from masks to accessories,
clothes, and home décor, as
well as to follow the trend of
upcycling and recycling.

Favorable government policies for the textile industry as
well as government initiatives
to support sections of society
become self-reliant in India
further helped spur the
demand for sewing machines.
“Migrants who had to flee the
cities in the wake of the pandemic and lost their means of
earning, are being supported
by their state governments to
set up tailoring units to help
them earn a livelihood and
start their lives afresh. Usha is
partnering with many state
governments to support such
initiatives in skilling people to
make them self-reliant,” he
says. The senior VP says they
witnessed a 20-25 per cent
growth in demand of their

products during the lockdown.
What is the future outlook
for sewing machines in India?
He explains, “The future outlook for sewing machines is
definitely positive. In fact there
is a lot to cheer for us players
in the organised sector as there
has been a shift from the unorganised sector to the organised
one with customers looking at
the overall value offering. We
are expecting the sewing
machine market to double in
the next five years. Consumers
are focusing on craft and creativity, where Usha is playing a
big role — in offering a huge
range of sewing machines in
order to cater to diverse needs
of consumers keen on learning
and honing their craft.”

exclusive interview on the
note that Hyderabad is a city
that converts vibes into culture, dead matter into lively
symbols of pride and biological reproduction into social
creativity — Tollywood
singer M.M. Manasi has
found her awakening
moment here. “Its a city

where men and women are
seeking highest degrees of
what they want to be and
involving into a fast-paced
life while thriving successfully. I look for best morality
over here , it’s forcing growth
and I am here to entertain!:
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l Bina Mehata

l Naina Jain

PARTY

l Kushboo

l Sarala Bhutoria

Ryan Reynolds on
casting his vote for
first time in the US
ollywood star
Ryan Reynolds
confessed on
social media
that he has
cast his vote in
the US for the first time.
However, it was the
footwear fetish his wife,
actress Blake Lively,
revealed in the image that
made the post viral.
The actor shared the
update on Instagram
page. “This is my first
time voting in America.
I’d like to thank my wife
Blake for making my first
time so gentle and loving.
It was super scary at first,
then exciting and now
I’m a little tired. But
proud. #VoteEarly,”
Reynolds wrote alongside
a picture of him and

H

MUMMY
KI
PATTHSHALA

l Mosmi

JITO Hyderabad Ladies Wing undertook
an initiative — Mummy Ki Patthshala
— to enhance the skills of young girls
and women. Renowned speakers from
across the nation will take regular
sessions and workshops to motivate
and enhance the skillset of
students.
l Namita

l Rekha Kimtee

Lively with their election
ballots.
In the image, the
Deadpool star keeps
things casual in a button
down with sleeves rolled
up and trousers. Lively
wears a plaid coat with a
turtleneck.
“It was Ryan’s first
time. He was understandably scared. It all happened so fast. Like, really
fast. He wept. I pretended
to weep. Then he called
all his friends,” Lively
wrote sharing the same
pictures, but with one difference.
In her image, she had
drawn heels on her bare
feet.
“Can you tell I was so
happy to get outta a onesie and vote. Sure it was

Photos by SV Chary

FUN
ARCHIE

CALVIN AND HOBBES

GARFIELD
REALITY CHECK

SPEED BUMP

NANCY

SUDOKU
Yesterday’s solution

GINGER MEGGS

Rules
l

l

Each row and column can
contain each number (1 to 9)
exactly once.
The sum of all numbers in
any row or column must
equal 45.

CROSSWORD

an absentee drop off ballot with a mask covering
my look. But dammit I
exercised my right to
vote. And to not wear
shoes that ruined my outfit,” she wrote.
Reynolds also shared
the photo, on which his
wife had doodled brown
boots on.
“... I don’t see the
issue,” the Deadpool star
quipped.
In another image
shared on Instagram,
Lively drew on a pair of
brown boots and tagged
Louis Vuitton.
Reynolds, who reportedly became an American
citizen in 2018, shares
three children with Lively.
They are Inez, four;
James, two; Betty, one.
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After months of speculation, it is
now confirmed that Pawan Kalyan
will be spearheading Ayyappanum
Koshiyum Telugu remake, with
Saagar K Chandra set to direct. It
will roll early next year in Pollachi,
finds NAGARAJ GOUD
he buzz surrounding
Ayyappanum
Koshiyum Telugu
remake never
ceases it seems.
Although Pawan Kalyan’s
name has been attached to
the project for the past two
months, many felt that it was
pure gossip as he has films
queued up with Krish,
Harish Shankar and
Surender Reddy to honour
after he completes Vakeel
Saab. But surprisingly,
according to an industry
insider, he has green-lit the
remake.
The insider points out,
“Pawan has watched the
original version at his home
three months ago and was
highly impressed with the
story and the cop role
Ayyappanum played by Biju
Menon. Luckily, the rights

T

were with Sithara
Entertainments, the sister
concern of Haarika &
Hassine Creations, production house of which is family
to his best friend Trivikram.
Initially, Sithara planned the
remake with Ravi Teja stepping into the shoes of
Ayyappanum but after
Pawan’s interest, they
dropped the plan altogether
and the wheels were set in
motion with Pawan as the
face.”
The insider adds, “Saagar
K Chandra, who was spoken
to direct the film when Ravi
Teja was initially considered
for the lead role, has been
retained. The stakeholders of
the project had a word with
him earlier this week and he
would be meeting Pawan in
a day or two, briefing his
vision for the project. He
had already tailored the film

PAWAN TO PLAY
A COP. AGAIN!

to suit Telugu nativity and
with Pawan on board, he
might tweak the lead role a
bit to suit the actor’s image
and body language. Also, he
would make the film a little
shorter to that of the origi-

nal.”
The source notes the
biggest challenge the makers
face right now is whether
Rana will reprise Koshiyum
(Prithviraj) or not. “Rana has
given his nod to the project
when Ravi was attached to
act but with Pawan on
board, equations will change.
However, the makers are
hopeful of the lanky actor's
participation. He had
returned to Hyderabad on
Thursday night after his
honeymoon and Sithara
chief Naga Vamsi will be
speaking to him shortly,”
the source states.
Furthermore, the source
informs that makers are
planning to wrap up the
film in 35-50 days, with
the majority of the filming set to take place at
Pollachi, Tamil Nadu. “The
chances of this film going to

floors early next year are
more. Release-wise too, it
will be Pawan’s next after
Vakeel Saab,” the source concludes.
Directed by the late Sachy,
Ayyappanum Koshiyum, one
of Malayalam cinema’s
biggest hits this year, was
about a relentless ego clash
between a proud yet not
all-out evil, well-connected and financially well-off
Koshiyum
and a
committed and
occasionally
hot-headed SI
from less privileged
circumstances,
Ayyappanum, transforming into an intense psychological game over its running
time. It is also being remade

in Hindi, with
John
Abraham
donning
the producer’s
hat.

Son of India rolls;
Ilaiyaraaja to
compose music

Akasaam … Amazon
release deferred over
pending NOCs
It’s lovely to shoot in
the Himalayas: Nag
s we’ve reported
earlier this
month, the filming of superstar
Nagarjuna-starrer Wild Dog
has moved to Kullu Manali.
Posting a video message
from Rohtang Pass, (which
is 51 kilometres away from
Manali), Nag on Friday
said that he is happy to be
shooting in the Himalayas.
“This is a beautiful morning at Rohtang Pass. It is
located at 3,908 m above
sea level and is a dangerous
pass. It is shut from
November to May. We’ve
come here for Wild Dog.
The filming is going great

A

in these beautiful mountains, blue-skies and waterfalls. Lovely to be here after
seven months; I’m extremely happy. Shooting will be
wrapped up in the next
21 days,” he said in the
video.
A joint production
venture between Niranjan
Reddy and Anvesh Reddy,
Wild Dog, directed by
Oopiri writer Ahishor
Solomon, is an actionthriller, where Nag plays
the role of an NIA officer,
while Dia Mirza will be
seen as the female lead.
The likes of Saiyami Kher
and Ali Reza are playing
supporting roles.

nnounced
on Independence Day
earlier this
year, Son of
India, headlined by Dr M Mohan
Babu, was launched at
his residence in
Shamshabad,
Hyderabad on Friday.
The shoot commenced
on the same day as well.
The sophomore directorial venture of writer
Diamond Ratnababu, it
is a joint production
venture between Sree
Lakshmi Prasanna
Pictures and 24 Frames
Factory.
For the muhurat

A

shot, Vishnu’s wife
Viranica and children
Ayra, Avram switched
on the camera, while
Manchu Lakshmi and
her daughter Vidya
Nirvana Manchu
sounded the clapperboard. Vishnu directed
the honorary first shot.
Speaking about the
project to us earlier,
Ratnababu had this to
say, “Mohan Babu will
be playing his age and
will go make-up free
for the project. He will
be seen as a common
man who fights against
the system after he fails
to get justice (over an
incident). The film will

not have any political
overtones. The script
will surprise and keep
the audience’s guessing
as it begins to unfold
scene after scene.”
The makers have
roped in maestro
Ilaiyaraaja to compose
music for the project,
while Sarvesh Murari
will discharge duties as
the cinematographer.
Interestingly, Mohan
Babu has written the
film’s screenplay, while
Viranica will style him,
making her debut as a
stylist. The film would
be shot across
Hyderabad, Tirupati
and Visakhapatnam.

RADHE SHYAM
to redefine love and
rewrite history: Makers
couple of
days after
revealing a
brand new
still and the
character
name of Prabhas
from his on-sets film
Radhe Shyam, the
makers on Friday-on
the occasion of
Prabhas’ birthdayreleased a motion
poster of the romantic drama titled Beats
of Radhe Shyam. It
starts off in the middle of a mystical
looking forest with
nothing but a single
train track in the
midst of it. Soon,
glimpses of famous

A

star-crossed lovers
like Romeo-Juliet,
Salim-Anarkali and
Devdas-Parvati sitting in a train are
showcased. After the
animation
sequences, the video
shows Pooja Hegde
and Prabhas dangling out of the train,
striking a romantic
pose.
Sharing the
motion poster, the
makers wrote,
“Come, witness the
magic as they redefine love and rewrite
history with their
eternal love story.”
Presently, the period romance is pro-

gressing in Italy,
where director
Radha Krishna
Kumar is filming
scenes on the lead
pair and other supporting actors. The
unit is expected to
return to Hyderabad
towards the monthend.
A romantic drama
set in Europe; Radhe
Shyam is being shot
in Telugu and Hindi
simultaneously,
while it will be
dubbed into Tamil
and Malayalam.
Highly talented
Tamil composer
Justin Prabhakaran is
the film’s composer.

s speculated,
the release of
Suriya-starrer
Akasaam Nee
Haddhu Ra
on Amazon
Prime on October 30
has been called off. The
delay has been attributed to the makers failing to get a clearance
from the Indian
Airforce, which
has been
depicted
throughout
the narrative.
The film is a
fictionalised
version of the
book Simply
Fly written on
the life of Air
Deccan

A

founder Captain GR
Gopinath.
In letter to his fans on
Twitter on Thursday,
Suriya, spelling out the
reasons behind the postponement, said that
since the team had to
deal with numerous
procedures and permissions while shooting
with real Indian
Airforce aircrafts and
they were
involved in
matters related to national security, a
few NOCs
are still pending for

approval. “And we
understand the wait is
inevitable as this adverse
time is demanding more
and more focus on the
nation and its priorities,
than anything else!”
Suriya said.
He added,
“Unfortunately, the wait
for the film’s release will
now be a little longer
than anticipated.”
Directed by Guru
fame Sudha Kongara,
the film, a GV Prakash
musical, also stars
Aparna Balamurali, Dr
M Mohan Babu, Paresh
Rawal, Urvashi,
Karunas, Vivek
Prasanna, Krishna
Kumar, and Kaali
Venkat. One of the
major Tamil releases to
have opted for a directto-digital release due
to the pandemic, it is
produced by Suriya’s
2D Entertainment
and co-produced
by Guneet
Monga’s Sikhya
Entertainment.
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KL Rahul

540 runs

TODAY
VS

VS

Live from 3:30pm
Live from 7:30pm
STAR SPORTS 1

Dev on top has been
incredible. He has got a similar
imposing way of batting as
Hayden...The way he conducts
himself, you can say ‘he is the
future of Indian cricket'

KKR aim to stay in hunt
Kagiso Rabada, had
a niggle and missed
the last match
able-toppers Delhi
against Punjab.
Capitals would
If he comes
expect more from
Stats: Faisel Features
back, it will add
their batsmen after an
underwhelming performance sting to DC’s attack and in that
in the loss to Kings XI Punjab case Australian pacer Daniel
when they take on a low-on- Sams will have to make way for
confidence Kolkata Knight him.
KKR are heading into the
Riders here on Saturday.
For Delhi, opener Shikhar contest after an embarrassing
Dhawan has been in brilliant batting performance against
form but even his record-set- Royal Challengers Bangalore.
Blown
away
by
ting hundred was not enough
to save the side from a defeat Mohammed Siraj’s furious
against Kings XI Punjab for spell, KKR managed just 84
lack of contribution from other runs on the board.
It certainly was a confibatters.
Young Prithvi Shaw needs dence-crushing defeat and
to bat with more responsibili- KKR need to regroup quickly.
Sitting at fourth place in
ty at the top since Dhawan may
the table with 10
not be able to rescue the side all
points, they would
the time. Shaw’s last
be desperate to
four innings have
increase their tally
included
two
to stay alive in the
ducks.
play-offs race.
Skipper Shreyas
Even the change in
Iyer too has not been
captaincy has not
hitting the ball as fluinstilled much confiently as he was before
dence in the side.
suffering a side strain.
The performance
Rishabh Pant, who
of pacer Lockie
made a comeback from
Ferguson has been the
injury against Punjab, too
only bright spot for
has not yet set the stage on
them amid the disapfire.
pointment of Andre
Iyer and Pant, along
Russell’s poor run.
with Marcus Stoinis,
Russell missed out
form the backbone of
on the last match due to
Capitals’ middle order.
an injury and it will be
They are vital cogs in
interesting to
DC’s wheels and
see if the team
need to do more
management
than just making
reposes faith in
good starts.
him, if he is fit.
Pacer Anrich
KKR needs a
Nortje, who has been
collective effort from now on
instrumental
in
with skipper Morgan, Dinesh
Capitals’ superb run
Karthik, Shubhman Gill, Nitish
thus far along with
Rana all required to contribute.
his South African
compatriot

PTI n ABU DHABI

T

MATCHES
24
KOLKATA KNIGHT RIDERS 13
DELHI CAPITALS
11

PTI n DUBAI

heir campaign back on track
with a hat-trick of wins,
Kings XI Punjab will take on
another resurgent team —
Sunrisers Hyderabad — here on
Saturday in a must-win IPL
game for the two well-matched
sides.
Both KXIP and SRH are
on the same pedestal, having garnered eight points
apiece after 10 games,
but the Hyderabad outfit
is a rung ahead in the
eight-team standings, on the fifth
spot by virtue of
a better net run
rate.
And both
the teams
need to win
their remaining
four games to guarantee their place in
the play-offs
It has been a terrific turnaround
especially for KXIP
after a slow start to the
tournament.

T

Kagiso Rabada 21 wickets

Mumbai hunt Super Kings by 10 wickets to reach on top

Mumbai Indians pacer Trent Boult celebrates with teammates after taking wicket of CSK batsman
PTI n SHARJAH

rent Boult and Jasprit
Bumrah’s devastating pacebowling spell in tandem
before Ishan Kishan’s batting
heroics helped Mumbai Indians'
post a comprehensive 10-wicket
win over Chennai Super Kings in
a completely lop-sided IPL match
here on Friday.
With the embarrassing loss,
CSK are all but out of reckoning
for the play-offs with just six
points from 11 games, while MI
jumped to the top spot with 14
points from 10 matches.
Bowling in tandem, Boult

T

(4/18) and Bumrah (2/25)
reduced CSK to 21 for 5 inside
powerplay with three and two
wickets respectively and CSK
never recovered from there, limping to 114 for 9, largely thanks to
Sam Curran’s 52.
Chasing 115 for a win,
Kishan (68 not out), opening in
place of regular skipper Rohit
Sharma who missed out due to a
hamstring injury, and Quinton de
Kock (46 not out) knocked off the
required runs in just 12.2 overs.
The duo toyed with the CSK
bowling attack on a dreadful day
for the MS Dhoni-led side to
carry their bats through the

Survival of the fittest
KXIP, Sunrisers meet in must win game to keep play-offs hopes alive

IPLT20.com

innings.
The left-handed Kishan, who
has not had a substantial score
after his knock of 99 against
Royal Challengers Bangalore,
was at his attacking best as he
smashed six fours and five sixes
during his 37-ball innings.
The South African de Kock
played second fiddle during his
37-ball innings which had five
fours and two sixes.
Earlier, Boult and Burmah
produced a devastating pacebowling spell in tandem to
restrict CSK to 114 for 9.
Put in to bat, CSK were five
wickets down inside powerplay

two run-getters in openers defeats.
And the David Warner-led
Rahul (540) and Mayank
side can’t slip a bit from hereon
Agarwal (398) in its ranks.
But the successful return of if it wishes to stay alive in the
tournament.
Gayle has been a
The positive for
welcome relief for
15
SRH is that despite
KXIP as it reduced MATCHES
04
Warner and Jonny
the burden on the KINGS XI PUNJAB
Bairstow departing
shoulders of its star SUNRISERS HYDERABAD 11
openers, especially
Stats: Faisel Features early in the 155-run
chase against RR in
allowing Rahul to
their last match, young Manish
play more freely.
Jimmy Neesham’s inclusion Pandey (83) and Vijay Shankar
has given some depth to KXIP’s (52) rose to the occasion and
batting as well bowling unit led shared an unbeaten 140-run
by the experienced Mohammed partnership to secure a comfortable win.
Shami.
Jason Holder’s inclusion has
SRH too find itself in similar position and needs to win its added firepower to SRH’s bowlremaining four matches to seal ing attack as the West Indian
picked up three wickets for 33
a play-off berth.
The side managed to keep runs against RR.
But it’s high time that SRH’s
itself in the play-off hunt with a
confidence-boosting eight-wick- young guns — Priyam Garg,
et win over Rajasthan Royals on Abdul Samad and T Natarajan
Thursday after three consecutive — own up some responsibility.

PTI n KARACHI

Karachi: Pakistan’s head coach
Misbah-ul-Haq wants the ICC
to conduct the World Test
Championship exactly the way
it has been planned even if it
means extending the duration
of the event due to the disruption caused by the Covid-19
pandemic. Misbah’s statement
came amid reports that the
ICC is considering splitting
points for unplayed games in
the championship cycle which
was originally scheduled to end
in June-July 2021 with the final
in England.
“The Covid-19 situation
has hit the World Test
Championship series but I
would still prefer to see the ICC
complete the championship

with all teams completing their
scheduled matches,” Misbah
said in an interview on the
Cricket Baaz channel on You
Tube.
“I think the matches can be
rescheduled because every team
should get a fair chance to take
a shot at qualifying for the final,”
Misbah said.
The former Pakistan captain felt that the league can be
extended to accommodate
matches hit by the pandemic.
Pakistan’s one Test against
Bangladesh in April has not
been played due to the pandemic. Other countries have also
had several of their scheduled
series disrupted due to the pandemic.
PTI

over Sri Lanka and Bangladesh.
Then they travelled to
England where the team
lost the three-match
Test series 0-1.
Wicketkeeperb a t s m a n ,
Mohammad
Rizwan who is
right now riding
on a wave of
popularity and

recently led the KPK team to
the
National
T20
Championship title is said to be
favourite to replace Azhar.
PCB CEO Wasim Khan
told a television channel that a
meeting could be held on
November 11 to decide on
Azhar’s future and find a new
chief selector as head coach,
Misbah ul Haq has relinquished the post.

English cricketers
take 15% pay cut

cricket without pressure is boring and
he feels the clarity over his role in the
Royal Challengers Bangalore set-up
has helped him perform consistently so far in the IPL.
Morris has always been a soughtafter cricketer in the IPL and after
four seasons with the Delhi Capitals,
he is currently with the RCB providing the balance that Virat Kohli’s team
was seeking desperately.
After missing the first
four games of the season
due to a side strain, the
South African made an
instant impact and he has
already picked up nine
wickets in five matches at
a very impressive economy rate of five runs per
over.
Along with Navdeep
Saini, he has plugged the hole
that RCB had in the death
bowling department. To add
to it, he has also been mak-

ngland’s centrally contracted men’s cricketers have
agreed to take a 15 percent pay
cut as part of cost-cutting measures due to the coronavirus
pandemic.
The England and Wales
Cricket Board says the English
game has already lost more
than £100 million ($130 million) — a figure that could rise
to £200 million next year.
Bowlers Stuart Broad and
Chris Woakes have said recently that players are willing to
take a pay cut, which the ECB
revealed on Friday would come
from retainers, match fees and
win bonuses.
The annual contracts,
which started on October 1,
were understood to have been
worth £650,000 for Test stars
and £275,000 for white-ball
performers in 2019/20.
“We need to recognize that
our players, led by captains Joe
Root and Eoin Morgan, have
conducted themselves with
great maturity and responsibility throughout this challenging
time,” team director Ashley
Giles said.

E

Chennai Super Kings skipper MS Dhoni chats with Mumbai
Indian’s all-rounder Hardik Pandya during team’s warm-up
@ChennaiIPL
session ahead of the start of IPL game

MI’s Rahul Chahar chats with his cousin and CSK pacer
@mipaltan
Deepak Chahar before the start of IPL game

Mumbai Indian’s Director of Cricket Operations Zaheer Khan
@mipaltan
poses for photo

ing the new ball talk.
So, what has worked for him this
season?
“The break (due to Covid-19)
was really nice both for the body and
mental freshness. Good to be playing again and it is just lot of clarity
and how the execution needs to be,”
said the 33-year-old in an online
media interaction on Friday.
“We do a lot homework. By the
time we get to the game, we know
what is required. Our plans have been
clear and if something falls we have
a plan B ready, if that doesn’t work
we got a plan C and if that also
fails, hopefully my over is done
(laughs).”
Asked about bowling in the
beginning as well as at the
death, Morris said: “To be
honest, I feel I am in a
blessed position. Cricket
without pressure is boring. You always want to
get tested as a cricketer.
PTI

POINTS TABLE
P
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L

NRR

PTS

1

MI

10

7

3

+1.448

14

2

DC

10

7

3

+0.774

14

3

RCB

10

7

3

+0.182

14

4

KKR

10

5

5

-0.828

10

5

SRH

10

4

6

+0.092

8

6

KXIP

10

4

6

-0.177

8

7

RR

11

4

7

-0.620

8

8

CSK

11

3

8

-0.733

6

Europa biggies start with win
AFP n LONDON

AFP n LONDON

overs with Boult and Bumrah
taking three and two wickets
respectively.
CSK could reach to 114 for 9
thanks largely to Sam Curran’s
enterprising half-century. The
young Englishman mixed caution
with aggression to top-score with
52 (47 balls, 4 fours, 2 sixes) in an
otherwise pathetic display by
CSK batsmen.
Boult eventually picked up
four wickets for 18 runs, 13 of
those coming in the final over.
Bumrah (2/25) and leg-spinner
Rahul Chahar (2/22) picked up
two wickets each while Nathan
Coulter-Nile ended with 1 for 25.
Incidentally, Curran’s 43-run
partnership for the ninth wicket
with Imran Tahir (13 not out) was
the highest partnership of the
CSK innings which showed the
rest of the batsmen in poor light.
CSK had a horror start and
slipped to 3 for 3 after two overs
and lost two more wickets before
the powerplay ended.
It all started with Ruturaj
Gaikwad, back into the side,
being trapped LBW in the opening over bowled by Boult for a
duck.
Ambati Rayudu fell to a short
ball from Bumrah, gloving an
easy catch to de Kock. N
Jagadeesan followed him to the
pavilion off the next ball, poking
at one to be caught by
Suryakumar Yadav.
Faf du Plessis, the only CSK
to batsman to shine this season
so far, edged one to give de Kock
his second catch of the night.
Skipper Dhoni’s (16) poor
run continued as he fell to leggie
Rahul Chahar while going for a
big one off a tossed-up delivery
after having smacked a six of the
previous ball.
Ravindra Jadeja (7) hit a
boundary before pulling one
straight to Krunal Pandya at
mid-wicket to give Boult his
third wicket and leave CSK in tatters at 21 for 5.

MOTION PICTURE

Clarity about role key
to Morris’ success
DUBAI: For all-rounder Chris Morris,

After the initial hiccups,
KXIP got its campaign back on
track with three consecutive
wins — over mighty Delhi
Capitals, Mumbai Indians
and Royal Challengers
Bangalore and the KL
Rahul-led side would be
hoping to carry the winning
momentum forward to
break into top four.
While KXIP’s batting is in the safe
hands of skipper
Rahul,
Mayank
Agarwal, Chris Gayle
and
Nicholas
Pooran, the shaky
form of Glenn
Maxwell remains
a concern.
It has been
an erratic season for KXIP so
far despite having the tournament’s top

DUGOUT

I am the one who's lucky to get
the wickets, but everyone has
been contributing to the side.
All the bowlers, batsmen and
even fielders have contributed
in our good performances

DOMINATION

Azhar Ali may lose Pak Test captaincy
WTC
should
be
extended:
Misbah
P

akistan Test captain Azhar
Ali may lose his job as
leader of the side when the
team tours New Zealand
amidst speculations that either
white-ball skipper Babar Azam
or Mohammad Rizwan could
replace him.
Azhar, who is the most Test
capped player now in the
national team with 81 appearances, is said to have lost favour
with a influential member of
the cricket committee while the
PCB Chairman and CEO are
also said to be having second
thoughts about retaining him
as captain.
He was named Test captain
last year in October after sacking of Sarfaraz Ahmed as
captain and player
from all three formats.
With just 12
months in the
job, Azhar saw
the Pakistan
team lose twonil
in
Au s t r a l i a
before
securing
h o m e
T e s t
w i n s

The challenge is pretty clear
win three in a row and see
where we are in the run rate.
We have no option. It's about
continue to prepare and believe
that we are good enough

We just slipped in the last
minutes. A win like this will give
confidence to each and every
member of the team. We can
win the remaining games and
keep ourselves alive

areth Bale said it felt
G
good to be “loved and
appreciated” after helping
Tottenham to a 3-0 win over
Austrian club LASK in the
Europa League on Thursday.
The Welsh international
started his first match since
his return from Real Madrid
and played for an hour before
Jose Mourinho gave him
a break.
“It is amazing to be
back,” Bale told BT Sport
on Thursday.
“It is a big reason why
I play well and why I
came back. You
want to b e
loved
and
appreciated. I
will
give
ever ything
for
this
shirt.”
However,
he admitted it will
take time to find his
feet. “I am a bit stiff.
It is like a mini preseason for me and I
am trying to get
minutes into the

legs,” he said.
Despite Bale starting, it
was on-loan Carlos Vinicius
who made an impressive
debut in the Group J opener.
Vinicius started in place
of the resting Harry Kane and
he made goals in either half
for Lucas Moura and Son
Heung-min, while he would
have also netted himself had
Andres Andrade not scored
an own goal. Bale made
that goal where
Andrade put through
his own net.
Leicester made the
perfect start in Group
G with a comfortable 3-0 win
over Zorya
Luhansk of
Ukraine.
J a m e s
Maddison,
Harvey
Barnes
a n d
Kelechi
Iheanacho
were on the
scoresheet.
In Glasgow,
Celtic struggled
against Serie A
leaders
AC

Milan who were 2-0 up at
half-time thanks to goals from
Rade Krunic and Brahim
Diaz.
Mohamed Elyounoussi
reduced the arrears after the
break, but Jens Petter Hauge
broke clear to secure Milan’s
Group H 3-1 win in stoppage
time. Milan were so comfortable that they could afford to
take off Zlatan Ibrahimovic
just after the hour.
GUNNERS COMEBACK
Earlier, Arsenal came
from behind to down Rapid
Vienna 2-1 and Rangers beat
Standard Liege 2-0.
After a goalless first half
Arsenal went behind when
keeper Bernd Leno fluffed a
clearance on a night he
will want to forget but the
Gunners then turned the
game around in four second half minutes.
David Luiz put them
level with a deft glancing
header off Nicolas Pepe’s
free-kick, with PierreEmerick Aubameyang then
tapping home to bag the three
Group B points.
The other Group B game
was being played out in

Dublin where Dundalk, only
Ireland’s third ever representative in the group stage, were
beaten 2-1 by Norwegians
Molde.
In Belgium, Steven
Gerrard’s Rangers took on
Standard Liege fresh from their
Old Firm derby win over
Celtic.
James Tavernier scored
from the spot after Noe
Dussenne handled in the area
to put them into a 19th minute
lead.
Then three minutes into
stoppage time Kemar Roofe
produced a wonder goal from
the halfway line, the ball flying
over the head of bewildered
keeper Arnaud Bodart.
Benfica had claimed the
first goal of the night
and they went on to
beat Lech Poznan in
Poland 4-2 in the other
Group D game.
Elsewhere, Bayer
Leverkusen ran riot 62 against French side
Nice and Spanish side
Granada, in their first ever
European campaign, beat PSV
Eindhoven 2-1.

